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Landscape
Citizen journalism from around the world reaches our TV screens, broadsheets
and blogs in the form of brave individuals documenting dramatic events as
they unfold. Yet the use of media to self-document isn’t always spectacular;
it can be the sharing of youth football results in a local paper, a video about
the neighbourhood park, or photographs of the routines and landscape of a
housing estate. The work of many community journalists across the UK may
not consistently be the stuff of international news, but it paints a nuanced and
profound portrait of daily life in both the wealthiest and most deprived areas
in the country.
While there has been an explosion in using new media to document
everyday life, from family videos shared on YouTube to neighbourhood blogs,
both policy-makers and designers have only just begun to explore the impact
that these different outlets can have on wider consultation, regeneration
or innovation efforts. At a time when politicians speak volubly about the
importance of spurring the public to be engaged and share opinions about
policies and projects that affect them, there is nonetheless an on-going
struggle to find means of meaningfully participating.
The BESPOKE project is a proposal to bring together these realities.
We acknowledge both that there is a pre-existing enthusiasm for using media to
document lives, and that the experiences chronicled could resonate deeply with
both public works and design projects. We have seen that initiatives reflective
of the lives of eventual users are more successful because they are developed
with a sense of ownership and relevance, but we also know from experience that
true participation is an extremely difficult thing to achieve.
As a design project, we are part of a growing movement to not just make
digital technology for commercial use, but to support work combating social
exclusion, environmental degradation and injustice. Large-scale projects such as
the DOTT projects or the Design Council’s RED initiative demonstrate expanding
aspirations and reach. These projects are recognitions that design can not only
change the way our individual lives work, but also how our whole world works.
Using exciting participatory methods developed in recent years, projects have
focused on involving people in the process of designing solutions to their own
needs. These methods have created profound insights into the needs and desires
of users and user-groups, but large-scale methods needed for communitycentred design have been limited to social-measuring tools like surveys and
standardised focus groups. These mass methods have their use, but box-ticking
exercises rely on a bluntness and legibility that can mainly summarise, rather
than reflect nuance or inspire.

The funding for BESPOKE comes out of this wider interest in socially
relevant but sometimes risky research. In 2008 the government started to
explore radical new ways to ensure that the UK research base was exploring new
forms of interdisciplinary research. BESPOKE was inspired, created and funded
by one of these new funding mechanisms, called Sandpits, to bring together
community journalism and design to find out whether journalism could be used
as an Insight Tool and a platform for innovation in design and technology. As part
of this, the researchers wanted to understand how journalism, created by and for
local residents, could be used within a community innovation process. Funded by
the Digital Economy programme, part of the Research Councils United Kingdom
(RCUK), BESPOKE is a unique partnership of researchers from journalism, design,
computing, craft and social science backgrounds from across the country.
Working in Callon and Fishwick, two under-resourced neighbourhoods in
Preston, Lancashire, BESPOKE sought to think broadly about how the novel
application of digital technologies can “contribute to an innovative, healthy
economy and inclusive society” (RCUK). Conceiving of the ‘digital economy’ as
a space of opportunity we have chosen not to try to create design interventions
– implying that we have all the answers – but instead use journalism as a way of
producing insights which can then be used to craft design responses.
Based on the findings of this two-year project, we propose the method of
Insight Journalism, which fosters a dynamic relationship between local residents
and designers, facilitated by the use of media. Rather than journalism about
design, this is journalism with design, reliant on the very diversity of voices and
opinions that can sometimes stymie more traditional forms of consultation.
Key to this was not just developing a theoretical method, but to actually build
the responses suggested through the journalism process. The designs created
and deployed emphasised local realities and personalities and were explicitly
created to be tailored, engaging, playful and effective – to be bespoke.
While BESPOKE was explicitly a digital design project, and was based
around designers and technologists responding to communities through Insight
Journalism, this method does not have to be limited to only these fields. In fact,
our findings suggest that Insight Journalism has relevance as a method across
disciplines and outside of academia. The experiences from BESPOKE indicates
that there is potential for Insight Journalism to be used as a means for informing
national and local government policy, for building private sector businesses
with an awareness of community needs, for conducting market research and for
grass-roots organisations to work with participants to create social change.
This is why we have chosen to think broadly here about community innovation,
not just design.
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Our
Proposition
BESPOKE:
Insight Journalism as a catalyst for
community innovation and engagement
BESPOKE worked at a local level to give people the skills, technologies and
support to tell a range of stories about where and how they live. Through
training, mentoring and providing a platform, the project supported Insight
Journalists living or working in Callon and Fishwick to share their perspective on
issues that were important to them and their neighbourhood. These text, video,
audio and photographic stories were shared through a hyper-local website,
a printed newspaper and at live screenings and events.

These insights included concrete information that translated into a broader
understanding of the joys and fears of residents. They included listings of
upcoming events, portraits of dedicated youth club volunteers or stories that
expressed concerns about crime and security. The journalism helped raise
awareness amongst residents of the activities on offer to them, and gave
service-providers insight into how their work was being received.

See story page 17

Through turning their lens to the wealth of different activities in the area,
the Insight Journalists eventually hoped to use media to help change opinions
of Callon and Fishwick. But ultimately, the project was about more than simply
‘giving a voice’ to the community. By bringing together designers who were able
to physically build responses to identified needs, BESPOKE connected these
voices to tangible real-world outcomes.
BESPOKE included both journalism, and design. While the journalists
were getting started, a team of digital designers was getting to know the
local residents. At first this was through established research methods from
ethnography to design workshops, which resulted in a series of bespoke designs
(Phase I). As the Insight Journalists gained confidence, they began to work
directly with our design team to produce and feedback on design ideas (Phase II).

Our team of designers used these insights about the area to craft design
responses, focusing on creating radically simple analogue interfaces to
digital content or services. This dedication to combining digital services with
accessible, physical, crafted forms united the two phases of our project, though
we utilised different methods. For example, from our Phase I research we
learned about the fledgling and broadly unknown music scene in the area, which
led to the creation of the ‘Digital Buskers’, life-sized busking statues triggered
by sending a text. In contrast, the ‘Viewpoint,’ a digital voting device housed
in a push-button frame came out of the Insight Journalism in Phase II, when we
learned of the frustration that residents felt about being consulted, without
knowing what happened next.
The Insight Journalism used on BESPOKE not only inspired the designs, but
also gave residents a venue to interrogate them. Through the widely distributed
newspaper and a press conference with insight journalists, the designs were
subject to greater criticism and scrutiny than was possible through established
research methods. Even within our own project, the comparison between the
different research methods used in Phase I and II demonstrates that Insight
Journalism led to more appropriate and effective designs, which can be truly
described as ‘community-centred’. Journalism kept the designers accountable,
and helped ensure that community voices were heard.

By inviting people to create their own stories, and honouring the differences
and complexities among them, we have conducted community-centred, rather
than user-centred, design. While they will likely have value and lives in other
areas, the designs described here were developed with extensive attention to
the particularities of life in Callon and Fishwick.
The experience of BESPOKE is also further evidence that, fundamentally,
‘communities’ are anything but static. The challenge is to develop methods
that make the multitude of perspectives not only legible, but also inspiring.
The method of Insight Journalism was proposed specifically to account for the
competing concerns, hopes and desires of a diverse group of people who may be
share a geographic area, but don’t speak in a single voice.
We hope that this overview of Insight Journalism, together with a realistic
assessment of the challenges we faced and how we sought to address them, will
provide inspiration and indeed, insight, to others seeking to work in this area.
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About this
publication

This publication is a snapshot of the stories, responses and insights of BESPOKE
- including practical recommendations and suggestions for what these results
might mean beyond the scope of our project. Here, we are not presenting a case
study so much as telling stories based on our experience. The perspectives
included are not only those of the academic researchers, but also draw on the
experiences of the Insight Journalists, community partners, local residents and
politicians who took part in the project.
We wanted this publication to read somewhere between a newspaper,
report, journal and design catalogue. To this end, we have put in place some
design features that we hope will aid navigating what is after all a complex
multi-voiced project.
The wayfinder symbols, located throughout the publication, draw on the
vernacular language of the Wayfinder design and point the reader to relevant
material located elsewhere.
We have made extensive use of infographics, as visual representations
of research in a more accessible format. Widely used by journalists and
increasingly, by researchers, infographics move beyond graphs and diagrams
and represent an incorporation of visual thinking into the dissemination of our
research process, findings and outcomes.
Timeline on page 05

For our contact
details see page 63

In the ‘Stories’ section, we have reflected as researchers and participants on
some of the most stimulating and challenging moments on BESPOKE. We hope
Insight Journalism will inspire and excite you our reader but we also want to
make clear that this, like any method, is not a magic bullet. The time and effort
that went into establishing and supporting the journalism was substantial, as
were some of the frustrations felt both by the researchers and the journalists.
But, ultimately, we feel and have evidence that this is a confident evolution in
the way our communities can be listened and ultimately responded to.
The ‘Designs’ section gives a sense of the actual artefacts we created and
how the journalism led to practical insights that were turned into physical
things. It also examines how these devices were received by people in Callon
and Fishwick, and where we see them developing in the future.
The final ‘Editorial’ section sums up our experience from the perspectives of
Journalists, Social Scientists and Designers. We have defined the contribution
BESPOKE makes to bringing new methods to and connections between our
individual disciplines, and for the inspiring and necessary task of facilitating
community innovation.

The ‘Timeline’ infographic gives a realistic sense of the activity of our
project, and what types of professional roles were required. This timeline also
includes a series of specific hints and tips for conducting similar projects.
Conversely, the ‘Blueprint’ infographic is an idealised version of what the
method of Insight Journalism, applied to a design process, could look like, based
on our learning. We hope you will consider applying some of the methods we
have defined here, and let us know how it goes when you do.

BESPOKE Research Group
The London Design Festival, September 2011
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Timeline

apr '09

June '11

timeline
This timeline is intended to provide an overview
of our two year project, while also giving a sense
of what activities went on through each stage.
The central graphic illustrates the differing levels
of activity over time by each of the groups involved
in the project. The Tips section has been developed
through the lessons we have learnt and we hope
will be of value to those considering undertaking
similar projects.
Ethnographers

Response Team

Research team working on the ground to engage with
groups and individuals within the community and
support the Trainers & Facilitors.

Designers, Crafts people and Technologists who
collaborated to develop, build and deploy the designs.

Journalists
The broad range of people who produced
journalistic content.

Trainers & Facilities
Professional journalists and academics who trained the
Journalists, managed and facilitated the creation of
journalistic output and liaised with the community.
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Timeline

Stage 1

Stage 2

Activities

Getting Started

Journalism trainers source equipment,
resources and space to hold sessions.
Participants recruited through
outreach with local groups in Callon
and Fishwick.

Designers investigate different
making techniques to help with later
personalisation of devices.

Project team begins to learn about
the area through ethnography and
engagement activities at events like
the local Callon Celebration Day.

OVER
STRETCHED

full
capacity

Industrious

Engaged

quiet

…
apr '09

tips

Tip: space matters, make sure location,
equipment and Internet are accessible
to the people you want to work with.

OCT '09

Tip: finding journalists requires
building strong relationships with
community groups, lots of advertising,
word-of-mouth, on-going support
and time.

Tip: use events and physical objects
to communicate what ‘design’ and
‘research’ are to you. For many
people, ‘design’ is something from
reality TV, and ‘research’ is men in
white suits with clipboards. Try to be
approachable, relevant and curious.

Tip: don’t concentrate solely on design
outcomes. Being part of local events
is key to building trust and learning
about life in the area even if it doesn’t
explicitly influence the designs.

Tip: it is useful to have a ’toolkit’ of
approaches available for later in the
design process, but bear in mind the
actual designs will determine the
techniques needed.
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Timeline

Stage 2

Stage 2

Activities

Crafting Stories &
Making Phase I Designs

Volunteer Insight Journalists,
including the ‘Callon Young Reporters’
and others, produce stories about life
in the area. More reporters recruited
through a paid scheme at a local
housing association.

Based on ethnographic research,
journalism and participation in
community events, team creates a
list of seven key insights about life in
Callon and Fishwick.

Design team generates hundreds of
ideas of which 23 are developed into
a workbook to showcase potential
design ideas.

Design and production teams are
formed through a mixture of skills and
interest in the ideas selected.

CCTV, Digital Buskers, Family Hedge/
Talking Memory Box and Blogging Pad
designs are developed.

The team develops a ‘kite mark’ matrix
for deciding which of the ideas in
the workshop are the most inspiring,
relevant and feasible to develop.

OVER
STRETCHED

full
capacity

Industrious

Engaged

quiet

…

tips

oct '09

mar '10

Tip: ensure value for journalists
through developing transferable skills,
helping their community, making
contacts, or remunerating them for
their time.

Tip: allow for a diversity of
participants. Some will have loads of
experience using media, some will
have none at all. Ensure the training
and choice of story ideas are relevant
to and exciting for each individual

Tip: think broadly about the skills that
a diverse group of Insight Journalists
need. Training requires not only
technical support but also developing
confidence and fostering an ability to
ask probing questions.

Tip: when working in interdisciplinary
teams, create visual or physical
examples of design propositions to
ensure shared understanding. Also,
define disciplinary jargon and develop
common terms.

Tip: the more ideas from each person
and each team the better. We found
that the more ideas are put forward,
the less ‘precious’ the teams are about
choosing a particular idea.
Tip: sometimes the final design is a
merging of multiple ideas – and don’t
be afraid to be creative even as you
are making the final selection.

Tip: identify a ‘champion’ for each
design at this point. Without someone
with core responsibility the design, it
is very hard to coordinate a multi-team
design response.
Tip: think early and often about
‘homes’ for the designs, even great
design ideas without a sense of local
ownership or that do not have a robust
support structure will gather dust.
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Timeline

Stage 3
Translating Journalism,
Launching Phase I Designs

Due to unforeseen delays, phase
I designs were deployed over an
extended period (see turbulence in
the response team activity over this
period). Locations include: a family
home, a school, with local musicians
and at youth events like the ‘Pirate Fun
Day'. School uses the memory box in
lessons and for recording memories
from special events.

User experience problems highlighted
in workshops lead to further iterations
of the designs.
Insight Journalism is launched through
a hyper-local website and local
screening with video, audio, photo and
text stories.

Activities

Design team holds community
engagement workshops at YMCA
community centre to get feedback on
and launch Phase I designs.

Design team gathers to watch and
discuss journalism content and
generate Phase II design ideas.

Journalism trainers and
ethnographer continue to conduct
outreach at local events and meet with
community groups.

OVER
STRETCHED

full
capacity

Industrious

Engaged

quiet

…
June '11

apr '10
Tip: don’t just listen to the loudest
voices. Any community will
have different personalities and
organizations; try to speak to as many
people as possible.
Tip: be prepared to answer questions.
People will want to know in-depth
information about the social and
technical aspects of the designs,
remain open to flexibility while
responding to what people want to
know.

Tip: remember that the service and
support model for the design is as
important as the physical device.
Tip: making reliable and robust
devices is not easy. Do not try and
build everything yourself, if an
appropriate element can be bought
off the shelf, that does not have a
significant impact on the bespoke
nature of your design, then use it.

Tip: when working in a communitycentred context, think about designing
a bespoke experience or service rather
than an artifact.
Tip: the journalists should have
platforms to share and get feedback
on their work with the local
community as well as the design team
Tip: The ethnographer can collaborate
with the designers to help ‘translate’
the observations from the journalism
into insights that can be used in
design.
Tip: it’s helpful to create a system
for analysing and recording the
insights that emerge from absorbing
the journalism.

Tip: Designers can find all elements
behind a story useful, including
characters, places and sensory
aspects. Contextual editorial
descriptions can be just useful as
‘hard’ news content.
Tip: Journalists should be editorially
independent from the designers.
They should follow their noses and
report on stories and issues that
are important to them and their
community, but not second-guess
what the design team need.
Tip: ‘outreach’ should be on-going
and given plenty of time – dropping
by community organisations for cups
of tea is as essential as any technical
development.

tips

Tip: allow plenty of time for tweaking
the technology before deploying.
People's time is precious and they may
disengage from prototypes that need a
lot of support.

Tip: maintain a balance with
bespoking objects to individuals.
Tailored designs for specific people
can create powerful feelings of
ownership and pride, but risk being
too personal if other deployment
options are needed.
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Timeline

Stage 4

Stage 2

Activities

Working with Journalists,
Developing Phase II Designs

Designers attend a screening with
Insight Journalists and are able to ask
them questions about the journalism
they have produced.

Design team prepares a press release
and conference to announce the five
shortlisted design ideas. These are:
Wayfinder, Home Screens, Log a Jog,
Viewpoint and Community Radio.

Insight Journalists develop written,
video, audio and animated stories
about the design ideas which are
then watched by the design team and
influence the final decision to build
the Wayfinder and Viewpoint.
Designers, journalism trainer and
ethnographer meet with local groups
to get feedback on the designs and
find groups willing to host them.

Phase I designs continue to be used by
local groups and individuals.

Designers produce a further
swathe of design ideas. These are
narrowed down to five finalists
through journalism viewing and
previous research.

OVER
STRETCHED

full
capacity

Industrious

Engaged

quiet

…
Sept '10

tips

Tip: where possible, face-to-face
discussion will enable journalists to
talk about what went into the making
of their stories
Tip: acknowledge that journalism
and design are both subjective. All of
the stories will be a product of who
chose to participate on a given day,
and the perspective of the storyteller
and shouldn’t be read as
‘objective’ accounts.

Jan '11

Tip: the press conference format
encourages the journalists to ask
tough questions to the designers
and get immediate answers.
Tip: the press conference forces
the designers to explain their
intentions behind the designs in an
accessible way.

Tip: it is difficult for a design idea
to remain both ‘open’ for feedback,
as well as closed enough for the
journalists to be able to make sense of
it. It is important to explain the design
ideas in a way that the journalists will
be able to use in their own work
Tip: research outside of a lab doesn’t
follow strict timetables. Allow for
overlap between different phases
and build in contingency time for
real-world delays.

Tip: finding engaged hosts for the
designs and remembering physical
restrictions (access to power,
wi-fi, sight lines) as well as political
considerations in the area is
absolutely key to successful designs.
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Timeline

Stage 5
Working with Journalists,
Developing Phase II Designs

Insight journalists produce further
stories about local activities and in
response to the designs in situ.

Design team uses the stories
produced by the journalists to
evaluate the designs and think
about future developments.

Activities

The Phase II designs are installed
in community spaces and local
businesses. The Viewpoint installed
at the local Londis gets hundreds of
votes in the first week.

OVER
STRETCHED

full
capacity

Industrious

Engaged

quiet

…
June '11

Feb '11

Tip: plan for on-going support from
the design team. Busy people locally
may not have the confidence or time
to troubleshoot design problems.

Tip: Don’t assume the digital interface
will work for everyone. SMS, App and
Webpage are all potential ways to
input data to a public system, but not
everyone wants it and uses it the way
you think.

tips

Tip: In many cases you will need
planning permission for locating work
in public spaces. Familiarise yourself
with local planning regulations and
get your application in early.

Tip: try to extract insight from
journalism produced at all levels of
professional finish. Sometimes the
most ‘amateur’ videos will have the
most inspiring comments.
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Activities

Future
Future

Journalism trainers are continuing to
work with community members as
journalists in Preston as part of a new
grant and continue to publish
the Newspaper.
Several of the designs are remaining
in operation in Preston at the request
of the local hosts.
Some of the designs are being
developed as educational, commercial
and social tools in other parts of
the country.

OVER
STRETCHED

Timeline

What’s next
for BESPOKE?

In this publication we have
documented the stories and
designs from the project. However,
we very much see this as a workin-progress and a call-to-camerasnotebooks-and-audiorecorders for
people to get involved with what
happens next with BESPOKE and
Insight Journalism. Here are a few
things we have funding for and
we’d love to talk to you about
ideas you might have.
In a government funded EPSRC
project called Interactive Newsprint,
BESPOKE are going to be working with
the people of Callon and Fishwick
and the printed electronics company
Novalia to explore how we can connect
paper and newsprint to the internet
to give people new ways to have their
voices heard.

full
capacity

Industrious

In another government grant
from the AHRC, BESPOKE have
been working with other groups of
people who have participated in
regeneration related projects with
other universities to share stories and
draw conclusions about the future of
community participation.

Engaged

quiet

BESPOKE has partnered with
community radio station Preston FM,
local hyperlocal website Blog Preston
and Community Service Volunteers
(CSV) to deliver a new communitycentred news and information portal:
Speak Up Preston. Funded by NESTA
as part of its Neighbourhood
Challenge initiative, the project will
train and support people in East
Preston in making and publishing
multi-media stories. Funding will then
be made available to local groups to
put together projects to address
issues raised in the communitygenerated content.

…
jun '11

tips

Tip: balancing between bespoking
the designs to specific people/
contexts and remaining flexible will
ensure that designs can be used
creatively in different locations
(e.g. from a family to a school).
Tip: Consider how sustainable both
the designs and the journalism
platforms are. People may want both
to continue, so spin out opportunities
should be actively pursued.
Tip: Design needs to position itself
more as “Responders To Society”
than “Interveners in Society".

www.bespokeproject.org
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The BESPOKE
journey

Every research project is a journey of discovery. At the outset,
there are directions, provisions and companions, but no maps.
In fact, the aim of these journeys is usually to reach new lands never visited
before and to create maps of what they look like and how to get there. Often the
directions turn out to be wrong, the journey may take longer than expected and
the final destination turns out to be different to that which was imagined. All
these things were true on BESPOKE.
The idea of the project was formed in a ‘Sandpit’ during the winter of 2008.
About 35 researchers from across the UK came together in a hotel for five days,
for an intensive week of activities, talks and meetings on the topic of ‘design
in the digital world’. Most of us hadn’t met each other before but the original
BESPOKE team gathered around a couple of ideas by Jon Rogers from University
of Dundee, which happened to interest us all in different ways. The first idea
was that the design of digital things could be made more ‘super normal’ and
accessible by making them more specific or ‘bespoke’ to their users. The second
idea was that this could be done within a community by paying attention to
some kind of information feed from local media. Local newspapers describe
local lifestyles and issues so why couldn’t these be used as inspiration for design
within a community? The media angle interested Paul Egglestone (University
of Central Lancashire) and David Frohlich (University of Surrey) who had been
exploring new forms of community journalism in the UK and India, while the
design angle interested Justin Marshall (University College Falmouth) who was
developing ways of personalising digital products through craft. Patrick Olivier
saw this as a new approach to inclusive design, which was the focus of his own
research group at University of Newcastle.
In our pitch to the Sandpit, and our later proposal, we spoke about the need
to connect the digital and analogue economies in new ways, to tackle social
and digital inclusion together, and to raise up an army of Insight Journalists
who could gather design requirements and test out designs from within a
community. As the project began in the spring of 2009 we quickly realised that
just explaining these grand aims was going to difficult, along with recruiting
local people to help us and working out what was the best way to proceed.
Getting to know the community groups in Callon and Fishwick was the first
step in this process, facilitated by UCLan's John Mills and Sean Smith, and Katie
Smith and later Alicia Blum-Ross from the University of Surrey. This helped us
to simplify our language and make concrete plans. We wanted local volunteers
to bring out a printed newspaper for the area every month and make short films
for a community website. Original bespoke designs would be built by James
Thomas and Gavin Woods from Newcastle and Dundee's Mike Shorter. These
designs would be in response to community needs, and not just to make existing
technologies more accessible.

It took a whole year of the two-year project to recruit and train the
journalists, launch the newspaper and website and get the journalism process
working as we wanted. So the project became a kind of giant experiment in
community centred design, with and without the journalism. In the first year,
we identified community requirements for design from our own research and
held numerous community workshops on those requirements. This resulted
in the Digital Buskers, the Community Capture TV, the Family Hedge and the
Blogging Pad devices. In the second year, we used the journalistic stories from
the newspaper and website to create five product concepts. These eventually
resulted in the Viewpoint and Wayfinder devices, after feedback had been
collected through the newspaper itself following a press conference held at
the University of Central Lancashire. We found that the Family Hedge was the
most successful design of the first year, but only after it was redesigned for
Fishwick Primary School to be used in science and other lessons in a way we
never anticipated. The Viewpoint and Wayfinder devices were by far the most
successful overall, with much greater local buy-in and ongoing use by a variety
of community groups.

So at the end of the journey we have found that the original
idea of combining journalism with design was a good one.
It creates an ongoing mechanism for community consultation
and involvement in design.
We have also found that the newspaper has a value to local people in its
own right, and that digital media training and local reporting upskills local
people for the job market and gives them a voice in their area. Partnering with
Contour Homes and People's Voice Media helped us achieve this goal.
All this takes time however, and commitment to a long-term relationship with
communities that current research funding doesn’t support very well. Having
reached this destination with provision from the Digital Economy programme
we are fortunate to be able to stay a little longer, thanks to another grant from
its Research in the Wild initiative and from NESTA. This should allow us to map
more of the new research terrain we have found ourselves in and hopefully
define the next destination on the way.

David Frohlich
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Bespoke
one-off
products
For more detail look at page 52

I’m typing this article on a train back to Dundee from Falmouth in Cornwall.
I’m using my laptop to type and my smartphone to connect to the Internet, both
of which are mass-produced digital products. The person just across from me is
doing the same on the same laptop and smartphpone – as are millions of people
around the world. It’s only the digital content that differentiates me from my
neighbour(s). The way that these products were made, although

entirely different in form and function, is no different to how
model-T Fords were made in the 1930s. Someone designs them.
A lot of people make them. They are all identical.
This is driven by both the economies of scale and economies of service in theory it is a lot easier to have your laptop fixed because it is the same
as everyone else’s… but maybe not in practice… in fact when it breaks, you
probably get a new one. This is the industrial society that we live in. On the
surface, in our daily lives at the moment, this is a very good thing – not so good
for the rivers, air-quality, and general prospect for the planet, but good for the
way we can have what we want at a [mostly] affordable rate.
The same is true all over the UK. From our high streets to our pockets we
all have pretty much identikit lives that were born out of the practices and
thinking of the industrial age and modernism. I don’t know about you, but I
feel pretty modern right now and I like it.

As a researcher, I want to make sure that we look at new
opportunities – new opportunities that we can demonstrate
through designed products.
Take the Digital Buskers - we’ve designed the opposite of an iPhone.
By and large it’s the same technology – it can play MP3s, connect to the Internet
and to the phone network. What it doesn’t do is fit in your pocket! In fact the two
buskers are incredibly impractical for use as a personal music player.
And that’s the point – they’re not meant to be used to play personal music,
they’re for community music. We wanted local musicians Dub P and Shaks to
‘digitally’ shout about their great work to the community with physical digital
versions of themselves.
The person opposite me on the train is now playing a track on their
headphones. I have no idea what track it is. There is nothing to tell me what
they are playing. With the Buskers – you not only know exactly what track it is,
but what the artists look like, how tall they are, and what clothes they like to
wear. You get a real sense of who they are and what their music is about.
The product we have designed is bespoke to them and bespoke to the
community. While it may reach out to the population of Preston, it has been
designed for one person and single function. BESPOKE thinking provides a way
of producing for the world that considers the people you know, not necessarily
the market potential.

So amongst all of this good feeling about being modern with a rich consumer
society that means I can get what I want when I want it, why would we as
researchers start to look at the notion of Bespoke Design? Doesn’t that make
you think “hold on, wait a minute – that’s not modern, that’s going back a bit…
to a make do and mend age… to a pre-industrial if-you-want-it-you-have-tomake-it age”. My answer is this – does it really do everything you want it to?
Does it work for everyone? Do we really all want to be the same? Can we not
have a bit of individualism? Do the design studios of our massive tech companies
have the time or structure or economic drivers to zoom in and look at the needs
of individuals and communities?

Jon Rogers
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Why
Bespoke?

The term bespoke, in the UK at least, has historically been linked to tailoring.
It describes the creation of one-off, exclusive and expensive garments, hand
crafted to fit the individual. One of the defining features of this bespoke
approach to tailoring is the engagement with the client over a number of
stages including a ‘first fitting’ where the garment is at a ‘baste’ stage, and
adjustments can be made to create the best fit. The fit is not only to the shape of
the body (form), but also to its use (function) and to personal style (appearance).
It creates truly individualised garments. Thus bespoke, as expression that
embodies individualisation and personal service, is a term that is now widely
used to describe any form of product or service which is tailored to the needs
or desires of a particular person or group, setting itself apart from mass
production or standardised services.
Therefore at the heart of the term bespoke is the oppositional relationship
between a traditional craft and the dominant mode of industrial manufacture.
As we move into (or, depending on your perspective, are already in) a postindustrial society, new business models based on smaller scale, flexible
production are biting at the heels of highly developed and mature media and
product manufacturing industries. Development in digital technologies, both
communicative and productive, have paved the way for the customisation,
personalisation and even individualisation of products and services, and
this trend, in an increasing number of guises, can only grow. The hierarchical
relationship between consumer and producer is being refigured. No longer is
there a simple and controllable linear sequence of development, production
and consumption.

For info on the
area we worked
in see page 17

From giving people the power to create, distribute and
personalise their own media content and increasingly, physical
products, near to the cost of mass produced goods, the bespoke
is beginning to be democratised. So, to turn to our project and the title
of this piece, Why BESPOKE? Callon and Fishwick are a long way, geographically
and economically, from Savile Row. So what can bespoke mean in a project
focused on making design responses in this context?
I am a digital craftsman, someone who uses CAD, computer controlled
equipment (CNC) and rapid prototyping technologies (RP) from the perspective
of a craft practitioner, with all the interest in physicality, materiality and process
that this implies. For me BESPOKE was a title that was both apt and provocative.
The digital was at the core of our project and the design responses created,
both in terms of the design and production processes used and their digitallyenabled functionality. This may seem to sit uneasily with the term bespoke and
its associations with the hand-made and traditionally crafted. However, to return
to tailoring terminology, I would argue that our project’s aim was to create the
perfect fit; BESPOKE crafted design responses to the issues and concerns that
arose out of Insight Journalism specific or even bespoke to the area in which
we worked.

Image by David Taub, Savile Row tailor,
2011 davidetaub.blogspot.com

See centre
spread blueprint!

To stretch the tailoring analogy further, the fit of our responses in terms of
form, function and appearance was iteratively interrogated through seeking
community feedback at a number of stages in the process towards
implementing a response.

So not only was there a community ‘first fitting’, but a
second and third fittings, in order to achieve final crafted
responses that could be appropriately and legitimately
called bespoke.

Justin Marshall
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Evolving News and
the Digital Landscape
It does seem that the local news industry has failed to grasp the impact of digital
on their business models. Their response has largely been to use technologies
like the Internet or mobile to display the same content generated for their
newspaper in almost the same form.

There has been little or no attempt to adapt stories to
exploit the technologies potential for connecting with people
in a more meaningful way or to encourage them to participate
on their own terms.
People are no longer simply migrating from one technology (newspapers) to
another (websites) for their news. People are beginning to exploit the capacity
of new technologies to interact with information differently. This behavioural
change suggests that in the context of news and information people are using
new tools differently, they are exploiting their particular properties and they are
using them alongside existing technologies. New technologies provide authors
with an opportunity to create different ways for readers to interact with
narrative. This has an impact on the way (for example) journalists approach the
story telling process.
Interaction also changes the relationship between the author and the
audience. Dan Gillmor describes ‘the people formerly known as the audience’
in recognition of this shift from the vertical relationship between audience and
mainstream media and the emerging horizontal relationships between citizens
as producers as well as consumers of news. Put simply we are no longer

passive receivers of information sent through elite media
channels controlled by someone else.
Those channels are no longer our sole source of information, and because
we have access to a variety of media ourselves, we have the ability to
participate in news coverage by commenting on it or publishing ourselves.

Paul Egglestone
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Image: Garry Cook

Hyperlocal potential:
the background
Newspapers across the country and much of the developed world are struggling.
Ad revenue from print is consistently falling, readers are migrating to digital
platforms and the regional media as a whole is becoming more centralised.
In addition, hundreds of editorial jobs are shed every month and established
titles are disappearing across the UK. The old regional daily or weekly ship has
been battered by the elements for some time, and this has wider consequences
for the communities they serve.
Communities, and how they are reported and represented at micro-level,
are at the heart of the 'hyperlocal' debate. How can local stories be told and how
are service providers held to account when newspapers are thinly stretched and
have a shrinking base of journalists busy chasing the stories needed to fill their
pages each day?
It is at this point that hyperlocal and community reporting step into the fray.
If people's concerns aren't reflected by established media, can they vocalise
issues that are important to them, and more importantly publish them?
For us, the answer is a yes.

John Mills

The production of community content, thanks to the proliferation of
accessible publishing tools encompassing text, video, audio, photography, or a
combination of these media, is openly available to all. Mobile phones contain
the capabilities needed to construct stories of many kinds, and they live in
people's pockets. Hyperlocal community-driven content allows journalists to
become editors and adds a rich stream of source material into their
professional horizon.
But where does that leave journalists and professional newsrooms?
Hyperlocal community reporting doesn't have to be another nail in the coffin
of the established press. Content such as that produced throughout BESPOKE
can be curated and made use of by professional reporters. Journalists can tap
into this rich vein of content and use it to develop their editorial output. They
may also find that their tarnished reputation as trustworthy news sources is
improved if they accurately reflect those they report upon.

Amid a globalised world and contracting regional media
marketplace, hyperlocal storytelling can not only exist, it needs
to exist. BESPOKE, in just a small way, fits into a much wider
community-generated media eco-system.
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Preston's Callon and Fishwick neighbourhoods were the site for BESPOKE for
a variety of historic, geographic and relationship-based reasons.

Underpinning the decision to work in the area was the hope
that our project - incorporating digital design and community
journalism - could have a tangible and beneficial impact.
Before the project was conceived, researchers from Sandbox at the
University of Central Lancashire (UCLan) had worked with residents in these
communities, just a few miles away from the central campus. We were keen to
develop these relationships in a way that meshed both with the community we
knew and the research we could conduct.
Callon and Fishwick, although located next to each other, have differing
identities and characters. Constructed in the 1930s, Callon is home to mainly,
but not exclusively, white, working class residents, and the majority of the
housing stock is owned by two housing associations: Contour Homes and
Community Gateway.
Fishwick is a mainly south Asian community, comprised of Victorian terraced
housing and some more recent new-builds.
Just a few years ago, Callon and Fishwick were known for pronounced
social and economic problems. Callon featured in the TV show Neighbours
from Hell and the area as a whole has received negative coverage in national
newspapers. However, over recent years the area has been subject of substantial
regeneration. It is estimated that Preston City Council and Contour homes spent
a combined £20 million in Callon during the '90s and '00s.
Alongside physical improvements, a number of community groups –
both past and present – have worked hard to combat some of the problems
their community faces. In many respects, the area, including many of the
groups who operate there, is now seen as a local success story, with a diverse
range of activities for kids of all ages and a vibrant support network of
community organisations.
Nevertheless, the area still faces challenges.
According to national statistics, the area is among the ten per cent most
deprived areas in the UK and has much lower life expectancy and educational
achievement. Statistics published by Preston City Council show around 50
percent of pupils achieve 5 GCSEs or more at A* to C level, and the average life
expectancy is two years behind the city average.
Thus, the research team saw the potential, to share tools and skills of
journalism available at UCLan's School of Journalism, Media and Communication
combined with the university's Sandbox Centre for the Creative and Digital
Industries as a means of inviting the communities to create their own content,
set their own stories, news and agendas, and determine their own needs rather
than these being mediated by the local press and third party media.

We hoped our project could be a positive addition to a
vibrant community and in some way benefit those who lived
and worked there.

John Mills
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Were we crafting
and why?
See ‘The story
As this project was first formulated, debated and interrogated, in the strange
of BESPOKE' page 12 environment that is a ‘Sandpit’, crafting responses to issues identified through
Insight Journalism was always the core concept. To my surprise, crafting was not
just championed by me (the crafty one in the room), but recognised as significant
by the rest of the team. But what did we all mean; what makes a process crafty
rather than designerly?

See ‘Why BESPOKE’
story page 14

The eventual titling of this project points to our continued commitment
to some form of crafting. 'Bespoke', with its associations with one-off items
and services tailored to fit the needs of an individual or group has obvious
and direct links with craft as a practice which often defines itself through the
creation of unique artifacts that imbue personal significance.
‘Traditional’ craft (perhaps more accurately described as ‘pre-industrial
production’) has a link to a unified process of designing and making, and to
localised, flexible, small-scale and vernacular production; things made locally
with a local flavor. While I would not claim that any of the devices we created
were produced locally, although this is an exciting potential that we hope to
explore in future projects, we did employ small scale flexible digital production
workshops (of the ‘post-industrial’ kind) to create devices which sort to respond
to the local ‘landscape’ of Callon and Fishwick as understood through
Insight Journalism.

In order to encourage engagement, extended use and ultimately
appropriation, an emphasis on physicality and creating simple engaging ways
in which people could interact with the devices was a significant part of the
development process. With craft’s investment in the value and significance of
materiality and the physical presence of fashioned objects, a craft ethos and
sensitivity was important in many of the devices we developed.
However, I would also argue crafting goes beyond the recognized bounds
of the established ‘Craft’ sector. I consider it an ethos, where skill, care and
a sensitivity to the materials to hand (physical or otherwise) are brought to
bear in any form of practice to reach a fitting outcome. It is this ethos that I
recognise in the development all aspects of the devices, including the design of
the interaction and the underlying software.

In taking this approach I believe as a team we were crafting
particular responses, rather than designing and implementing
generalizable solutions.
This is not to say that the resulting devices may not turn out to be useful and
appropriate in other contexts and locations (we already have some evidence
to suggest they will), but that they were conceived and created not to try and
capture a mass market, but to respond to local concerns.

Another aim of BESPOKE was to provide an entry point
for those who experience barriers to access to technology by
creating analogue interfaces to digital content.

Justin Marshall
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Working
‘Interdisciplinarily’
See story page 12

Increasingly, funders emphasise interdisciplinary research as a way of bringing
together specialists from different areas to work together to produce cuttingedge research. In the ‘speed-dating’ arena of the Sandpit that formed BESPOKE,
this interdisciplinary collaboration was assembled through the personal
contacts of the Co-Investigators who identified exciting areas of professional
overlap and interest.
While this diverse research team shared a passion for the intellectual
questions and methodology that drove BESPOKE. It was only once the

project began that we started to uncover differences in how
we conceived of shared concepts and terms.
Equally, we had to contend not only with different understandings of
methodological and theoretical terms within the research team, but also with
how to make these terms meaningful to residents and community groups in
Callon and Fishwick.
The project team was made up of researchers from three broad groups
– journalists, social scientists and designers. But within those overarching
categories there was a diversity of professional experience. The Journalism
researchers included a documentary filmmaker and a text-based journalist
who had worked almost exclusively online. The Social Scientists were two
Anthropologists with experience in community-level research but not design,
and a specialist in user-research with training in Psychology who had worked
extensively in Industry. The ‘design team’ identified with a swathe of different
professional groupings including Interaction Design, Human-Computer
Interaction, Product Design, Computing and Craft.
Over the course of the project we encountered many areas of shared
professional practice. The Journalism and Anthropology researchers, for
instance, worked closely to use the experiences of conducting the ethnography
to inform the journalism process, and vice versa. They also acted as
intermediaries between local residents and the design team, and used their
previous professional expertise to translate research questions into ideas that
would be accessible to people in Callon and Fishwick.
Yet there are distinct differences in professional practice between
Journalism and Anthropology, not least because they generally take place over
dissimilar time-scales. Equally, one of the aims of the Insight Journalism process
was to train and support the new journalists with professional skills and an
understanding of ‘news values'.

See story page 44

Alicia Blum-Ross*
* This commentary draws on an article (currently in progress) by my colleagues
Katie L. Smith and David Frohlich on interdisciplinary research.

However in some cases what made for an excellent ‘story’
ran the risk of losing some of the qualities that might make it
more ethnographically insightful.
For instance, one Insight Journalist had produced a lengthy series of
interviews with local residents about the Wayfinder. While the nearly
un-edited interviews needed to be more skillfully cut down to be more
watchable as a standalone news piece, the detailed interview material was
useful to us as researchers. We dealt with this as a design project through
on-going conversation, and through occasionally looking both at rough edits
which contained more information, and final edits that were more successful
as public-facing news items.
The Anthropologists and the Designers were also forced to confront our
sometimes different definitions of the term 'ethnography'. While key texts in
Human-Computer Interaction still describe ethnography and social research as
an attempt to understand behavior ‘objectively', after the so-called ‘Crisis of
Representation’ within Anthropology in the 1980s few academic anthropologists
would privilege this term. Equally, anthropologists often focus on the holistic
understanding of the social relationships that surround technology, whereas
ethnography within a design context often, of-necessity, focuses more narrowly
on user-responses to designs.
Within the design team, there were many ways in which individual
researchers went about the process of translating insights into useable ideas.
Researchers from different backgrounds differently conceived of the concept
of user and design requirements. Some, particularly those with industry
backgrounds where this form of goal setting is non-negotiable, felt that the
ethnography and Insight Journalism should be distilled down to a requirements
list. Others coming from arts-based practice understood codifying requirements
to be a limiting rather than inspiring exercise. What discussion revealed was
a shared interest in making legible the ‘messiness’ of the insight-generation
process and ensuring later accountability, but a difference in how that process
was defined.
Sometimes these changes in practice led to a feeling of 'vertigo', such as that
described by Justin Marshall in the 'Craft Thinking' story, where new forms of
practice unsettle existing understandings. However, many of the researchers on
BESPOKE later reflected that the process was successful because of, rather than
despite, these differences. The significant expertise of individual researchers
was respected, and where there were differences in practice these were
exhaustively discussed and incorporated.

The interdisciplinary nature of the project was ultimately
greater than the sum of individual parts.
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If you build it,
they will come
Early in the project it became apparent that our initial goal of creating an all
singing, all dancing digitally-led community media website may not be the
correct one. The response on the ground to our digital platform plans was
quite simple:

"We don't really want a website, and not everyone has a
computer. So we want a newspaper. And can you please put this
through everyone's door." The more residents and groups we
spoke to, the more an analogue publication seemed to be the
right 'journalistic design response'.
So this is what we did.
Although BESPOKE continued to develop a website (more about this later),
it would prove only to be a prototype and archive for all the multi-media
content we produced. Although we made films, photo-essays and animations,
the main platform people living in Callon and Fishwick received local news
and information from the project was via a monthly newspaper – entitled
'NEWSPAPER!'. This was distributed by hand to households and various central
points throughout Callon and Fishwick.

NEWSPAPER! Begins
In the initial six months, our first team of community journalists, members
of the Callon Community Kids Club, dubbed the Callon Young Reporters,
interviewed key players to gauge their thoughts on our planned publication.
Colin Makinson, leader of the Callon Kids Club and Contour Home community
warden, explained that his group struggled to get information out throughout
the area, and if a newspaper was to be created it would be important for
everyone in the area to receive it.
Zul Hussain, of the Fishwick Rangers Youth Development Scheme, was
ambitious in his response. He suggested that a local newspaper would not only
be a welcome addition to the area, but that it should be delivered weekly or
even daily.
Although BESPOKE couldn’t quite manage a daily paper, we worked hard
to put together a monthly publication. It took around four months to generate
interest in the paper, and lots of legwork to get various residents, local groups
and organisations in a position to contribute. We also found that each edition
was a work-intensive process, particularly in coordinating the input from the
wide variety of writers we worked with.
By the end of our print run, the sheer range of contributors was something
the project was really proud of. These included school teachers and their
students, neighbourhood management, youth groups, churches, park rangers,
scouts, local councillors, women's groups, housing associations, professional
journalists volunteering their time and of course local residents.
We also used the platform as a listings base, outlined the wide variety of
activities that were available locally.
One of the most pleasing aspects of the project journalistically was that,
once we provided a platform, a whole host of users took advantage of it. This
included photojournalist Garry Cook, whose images featured regularly in the
paper, as well as in one-off photo-essays for design workshops held throughout
the course of the project.

However, we were always aware that we could do more. The paper
became a positive rendering of the area, rather than a place for
negative or sensationalised content.
Our headlines are a testimony to this: Park Ranger Welcomes Spring,
Volunteer Wins Community Award, Housing Association Forms Resident
Task Force.

Online news, BESPOKE style
As part of our Insight Journalism training, and particularly in conjunction
with the project's collaboration with Contour and People's Voice Media,
we sought to produce a multi-media output. Text is fine for people who are
happy writing, it's not ideal if you aren't comfortable expressing yourself
and others using the written word. So, the project's main design-response
output was brought together in video form. This is where the BESPOKE Insight
Journalism catered for two distinct audiences. BESPOKE designers were keen
to experience a multi-media rendering of the stories that were being told
and many of our Insight Journalists. These videos were displayed on our news
website with the aim of creating a geo-located tapestry of stories, activities
and general goings-on.
But, what was good about the website was that it created a multi-media
platform that could be accessed by our all our Insight Journalists no matter
what their preferred method of storytelling was. The designers could then
review the content at their leisure.

The future
Looking to the future, BESPOKE Journalism is working with other community
media groups on new initiatives. Over the two years of the project, the
journalistic contributors learnt much about the potential of 'hyperlocal' stories,
how to encourage volunteers to tell these stories and how to deliver them to
their audience.
We also recognise the potential and power communities can harness using
local media to spotlight people, groups, issues and activities.

Some of the stories are good, some not. All are relevant and
all reflect a community or collection of communities.
In the immediate future, some of the researchers are continuing to foster
BESPOKE's hyperlocal Insight Journalism in a number of new projects.
All involve providing communities with not only a voice, but a way of actioning
some of the issues covered, and supporting the positive community activities
taking place.

John Mills

See page 16
Check out Alicia
Blum-Ross's piece
on page 32 for
more context
around this
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I’ve had an idea
See story page 41

When I was about 7 my infant school teacher asked the class to think about what
we wanted to be when we grew up and tell the class about it the next day. On the
walk back from the bus stop, I remember asking my Mum what I could be when
I grew up – and her reply was “anything you want to be". My five-year-old brain
filled it’s neurons with a single coherent idea of what I could be – a Darlek (the
cult-1970s robots from the sci-fi series Doctor Who – kind of difficult to become
if you were human). Point being that I was going to be whatever I wanted to be
and 33 years later I guess I still want to be a Darlek – certainly my seven-year-old
son would probably like me to. This idea of technology and change is as alive
for me in 2011 as it was in 1978. I know now, what I wanted to believe then, that
ideas can change who you are and what you do in the world.

Ideas are the most precious commodity that we have.
Without ideas what would we be?
For ideas to work, for them to stick and become more than a passing
thought, we need to build them up – to give them life. People need to know
about them. On BESPOKE at any time in the project there were at least ten
different voices throwing ideas into the ring and building designs from them.
So how did we navigate this? One way could have been that everyone who had
an idea went away and made it on a personal research journey to test what they
could do – but this wasn’t the point of why we were funded. We were funded not
for our individual capacity to have ideas and make them real; we were funded
because we were a diverse group of people from very different academic
backgrounds with very different skill-sets who could work together to make
something better? Something different? Something from what we could
achieve individually. When before have journalists worked with designers
who have worked with technologists who have worked with craft practitioners
who have worked with anthropologists? We were a potential melting pot of
very different people working together to find the big idea that could change
the world. Now I’m not sure that we have changed the world – but I’m equally
not sure that we haven’t… but the ambition across all of us was to change how
design and technology innovation can emerge from communities – and to do
this through ideas.

It was no surprise then that we all had ideas in different ways.
Archimedes had his Eureka moment in the bath. I know people that have theirs
only when they sleep or go to the pub or travel by train. Me, I like to talk to
people. The Fishwick Rangers community youth group were fantastic at bringing
in new ideas. The way we changed the interaction with the Digital Buskers to
be through SMS was an idea from one of Tanny, one of the group leaders, who
insisted that the best way to connect young people would be though
their phones.
At a workshop at the local YMCA community centre, he told us: "Another idea
would be for someone to post a comment and they have to write in a text and
that sets the music off, you want feedback from the local community, to see what
people think of it, what better way to people get to kick off the music."

So it’s not the where or when or how ideas happen – it’s the
amount of ideas; to start with the understanding that no idea
is terrible until it’s been checked out; that in order to get one
great idea you need at least ninety-nine others.
This un-filtering of ideas resulted in some pretty unexpected results –
and that was the point – that you put down ideas that start discussions that
start to become prototypes that eventually might just do something amazing.
The Digital Buskers started off as an idea about Busking Money Boxes, yet
ended up as a powerful connection between two local musicians and new
audiences. The original idea might not be fully resolved, or even a playful take
on a future concept, but what happens next is the exciting bit. If you start of
with conservative pre-filtered “I’m not saying that idea” you will end up with
conservative solutions. So while I’ve not reached my full potential, I am building
electronics and working with technology. Who knows, I’ve not become a Darlek
yet – but the future’s still there…

Jon Rogers
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From Insights
to ideas:
The Ideas Book

Although different methods were used in Phase I and II to gain insights into
the issues and concerns of the people that live in Callon and Fishwick, the
development of design ideas followed a similar pattern. This involved an initial,
relatively free and rapid generation of lots of ideas framed by themes developed
from either the ethnography in Phase I or the journalism in Phase II.
These ranged from the playful and radical to the more reflective and
‘conservative’, the point at this stage was to be inclusive and open to as broad
a spectrum of ideas as possible. These ideas were then filtered to reduce the
number significantly. After a final interrogation of the filtered ideas based on a
range of pragmatic criteria, including technical feasibility, community viability,
planning issues etc, a decision is made to take some ideas forward to develop
into design responses. This number can vary depending on timescale and
capacity, in Phase I of the project four designs were developed and in Phase II ,
two designs.
In the first phase we produced an ‘Ideas Book’ that visually summarised our
initial ideas and we used as the basis for our internal discussions and debates
about which to take forward, this is what is illustrated below.

Quadbike farming / Repurposed CCTV / Local public web portals / Digital apprenticeships/skill sharing / Public talent scouting displays / Networked loops / Networked communication devices /
Networked devices for musicians / Natural power / Community managed recreation / DJ lie detector / Keys/codes/objects access / Guess who wants what? / Physical Google/Doodle Calender /
'Geo-located personal media device / CCTV (Capturing Community Television) / Busking money boxes / Callon Balls / Free farming / Tangible family tree / Blogging lamp
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Methodology blue-print

Process

Assemble

seek

doing the Groundwork

Stories from experiences

Activity

Assemble
resources

Editorial
co-ordination

Source equipment
Build infrastructure
Find Partners
Recruit potential journalists
Train insight journalists

Mentoring and support of trainees
Identifying themes
Developing Briefs
Controlled training

Skills & platforms

Stories

outcome

Response Team

Journalistic skills
Interpersonal skills
Technical skills
Website
Newspaper

Film
Newspaper
Blog
Web
Podcast

Ethnographers

Journalists

Trainers & Facilities

Based on our learning, this
‘Blueprint’ has been developed
as an idealised version of what
the method of Insight Journalism,
applied to a design process,
could look like.
www.bespokeproject.org

BESPOKE:
Insight Journalism
as a catalyst for
community innovation
and engagement
Methodology
blueprint

Methodology blue-print

identify

respond

insights from stories

to insights & ideas

Prepare for
insight generation
Training response team by ethonographers
to extract insights from stories

responses to
community innovation

Idea Generation
Rapid and/or open
idea generation

Lots of ideas
Response team
reviews a range of
journalistic material
Screenings
Reading newspapers
Listening to podcasts

hatch

experience
prototyping
Sketches
3D Models
Interaction
Prototypes
Behavour sketches

Community
Response
Idea Filtering
Technical feasibility
Planning
Materials
Community Viability

Community requirements
Build community support and findraising
Finding hosts
Insights from hosts

Rethink response
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Fewer ideas

response lock

Press Conference

Bespoke Response

Journalists meet and question
interview response team

Make
Maintain
Install

Journalists report
ideas to community
Special issue community newspaper
Commissioned new media

Response Team review
commissioned content
Commissioned media pieces,
audio, animation, video.

Select Idea(s)
Technical feasibility
Community Viability
Planning
Matterials
Cost
Consent

Idea(s) lock

Insight Journalism
Evaluation of the response
in the community

Community
Innovation

Tweak response

Insights
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My experience with BESPOKE initially began in an employed context, as the
project partnered with two other organisations dedicated to bring community
journalism to two areas of Preston. Yet that project was short-lived by design
and I found myself enamoured with the ethos behind the entire project, so I
continued to volunteer.

Delivering
problems to
the doorstep

Dhee Burr

The thinking was simple; utilising community journalists to uncover
the challenges that local residents felt were the most important, and
then presenting these challenges to the designers along with a variety of
contributions from residents, local service providers and those directly involved
with any potential solutions such as the local councillor.
Fulfilment was found in seeing the faces of people when they could see that
their concerns had been taken into account. This was the first step in ensuring
that all those interviewed knew their contribution counted, and yet still, more
was wanted.
It was funny; I was not without strong opinions of my own, yet I found that
the views that were presented to me became my own personal focus. Feelings
and perceptions that could be echoed across the country had been spelt out in
some detail and I found that many people’s frustrations echoed my own.
The Viewpoint device for example had arisen out of members of the
community feeling isolated from the decision making process. The local reaction
as measured by the participation in the survey questions demonstrated just how
thirsty people are to be involved, given half a chance. Both service providers and
residents benefited by opening questions to the community, giving results that
can be acted upon, and more importantly, letting people know that their views
have been heard via more than just an infrequent visit to the ballot box.
And I had the chance to be part of that.
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Photo essay
on objects

Garry Cook
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These images were taken in response
to a commission from the 'Newspaper!'
to create a piece of journalism about
meaningful objects in the lives of the
residents of Callon and Fishwick.
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Design and
Democracy
Nick Taylor
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When the BESPOKE team met in September 2010 to view the latest round of
documentaries and articles generated by the Insight Journalists, one of the
things that stuck us was the reluctance of residents to appear on film or even
have their voices recorded. It was certainly not the case that residents held no
opinions: several of the reports included a summary of strong views that had
been expressed to the journalists off the record. However, people seemed not
to want to be seen as interfering or as 'busybodies'. This led to the original
idea for what became Viewpoint: a device that would allow residents to vote
anonymously by text message.
Watching the next batch of reports, which focused on the ideas we’d
generated in September, we began to recognise a second issue affecting
democracy and participation in the area.

Although residents were consulted regularly by the council,
housing association and other organisations, many felt that
little was ever achieved in response. They didn’t feel that they
had a voice or the ability to effect a change in their community.
As a result, the Viewpoint design evolved to include a feedback mechanism,
where the original poster responded to the result with a promise of actions to be
taken. The intention was that voters would see the effect of their input — and be
able to hold the question posters to account if no action was taken.

As with all the devices, building and deploying Viewpoint
was a learning experience. Secrecy ultimately proved to be unimportant:
not a single person voted by text message, but thousands of votes we cast using
buttons on the front of the public devices in full view. Instead, it seemed that
lowering barriers to participation by making voting incredibly easy was a more
successful route to encouraging participation.
Finally, gathering actionable questions from organisations on a weekly basis
was easier said than done. While BESPOKE was eager to have regular queries
and timely responses to the Viewpoint vote results, we found organisations had
many different constraints that sometimes prevented them from adopting this
rapid timescale.
Though questions posed by local councillors or housing providers received
an overwhelming response, these organisations were sometimes only able to
put only small changes into effect in the short term, while months or even years
were perhaps needed for longer-term responses.
Future attempts to address this design space might also concentrate on
increasing awareness of these realities by making an organisation's process of
utilising and responding to residents’ input more transparent.
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Insight
Journalism
as Design
Ethnography
As an anthropologist, I have long been interested in the ways in which different
forms of media contribute to creating ethnographic insight. To me, ethnography
is a reflexive, emotive process which lends itself to design because of, rather
than despite, its inherent subjectivity. At its best, ethnography can not
only communicate concrete information, but it can also inspire,
create empathy and provoke.

stories

The video stories created by the Insight Journalists were described
as constructive because they most closely gave the designers a ‘sense of
place'. Both in terms of the physical locality as well as the personalities and
relationships of those both filming and interviewed. Moving images

allowed designers to understand not just the ‘foreground’
content in its most edited version, as in the written stories,
but also communicated unintentional insights about the area.
At one point, a single shot of a signpost in the local park sparked a longer
discussion about signage and communication which, cross-referenced with
other stories, led to the design of the Wayfinder.
In contrast with ethnographic films shot by documentary-makers
or anthropologists, the Insight Journalism used by Bespoke were not
professional documents. They were often works in progress, reflective of the
different media interests and abilities of the journalists and ranged from quick
animations or post-produced, quick-cut edits made to resemble music videos
to unedited tracking shots quietly moving around a local youth centre.
It was this very amateur or experiential quality that the designers often
found appealing. The films were not only deeply reflexive in laying bare the
process of their creation, they were evidence of anthropologist Sol Worth’s
declaration that film is never a “copy of the world out there but someone’s
statement about the world".
One of the central challenges in using Insight Journalism as part of a
design process, as with other forms of design ethnography, is of translation
and interpretation. The design team using a set of analogue and digital tools
sifted through the huge amount of raw material produced by the journalists.
The RED system at UCLan's Sandbox, an interactive visual display system
which allowed for simultaneous commentary akin to a private Twitter system,
allowed for simultaneous commentary and discussion while the journalism
was playing, and enabled us to organise the material. The iterative nature

Having previously researched and facilitated community media projects,
what drew me to BESPOKE was the opportunity to understand how Insight
Journalism could not only contribute to an ethnographic understanding of a
community, but also how it could lead to real-world outcomes. My role on the
project was twofold, to create an overall ethnography of the project itself, in
addition to working closely with user groups and Insight Journalists in Preston to
facilitate feedback on the designs.

of the journalism, both in inspiring the designs and feedback
back on prototypes and deployed versions, built in forms of
accountability. While we developed metrics for analysing the
material, we frequently noted that the richness and multitextual nature of using journalism left much that could have
been explored over a longer-term project.

During the course of the project I came to see Insight Journalism as
both a process of engagement, along with a set of deliverable products that
influenced the design development. The journey to create the journalism and
the outputs produced can and should not be untangled from one another.

On reflection, I felt that Insight Journalism was an effective tool for doing
design ethnography in myriad ways. It enabled the design team to access
multiple perspectives and voices in a condensed yet highly evocative summary.
Insight Journalism is includes both the process of brokering relationships –
requiring skills anthropologists and journalists share – as well as the distillation
of journalism into insights within the design process. As an ethnographer, I
would consider Insight Journalism a powerful mechanism, but one that does

What I began to take note of while observing the designers grapple with
making sense of the Insight Journalism was that different media genres
produced different kinds of understandings. The articles in the
printed newspaper, for instance, were key for the designers as a form of contextsetting and information transmission and provided a powerful means of building
connections with local groups. However the texts were seen as less evocative
and emotive than the journalism that relied more heavily on visuals. Photoessays were valuable in capturing and exploring a ‘moment in time’ but overall
the team most often cited the video stories as profoundly influencing their
design process.

not eclipse the need for a design anthropologist. The ethnographer's

role is still vital in guiding the facilitation, analysis and indeed
translation of the Insight Journalism with the design team.
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A view
on Viewpoint

Viewpoint combines two basic elements of journalism: content and design.
The former comprises gathering the sort of information people need to make
better informed decisions about issues that directly affect them – whether
it’s housing, vandalism, plans for a new community centre or where a litter
bin should be placed on their street. Like all grass roots journalism it strives
to ensure that decisions are open and transparent. The design should create a
vehicle which gives this journalism and the community it represents a voice.
But it’s a voice that is not only heard but loud enough to demand a suitable
response. A considered reply which shows a genuine understanding of
what’s needed.
Some were rightly sceptical about Viewpoint’s aim. Would it simply raise
expectations and fail to deliver any tangible benefits?
Viewpoint works because everyone who’s involved, from the families in
Callon and Fishwick, to the councillors, housing officers, and researchers,
understand the importance of commitment and communication. For example if
someone asks a question about whether dog fouling is a priority issue for the
area then the recipient knows it must be answered quickly and honestly. Their
answer is not only communicated to everyone but is followed up to ensure
promises are kept.

For me, Viewpoint is the project’s defining moment.
It represents the difference between empty political rhetoric
and grass roots reality. Rather than connecting the community
to a formulaic, centralised and faceless bureaucratic process
it links people to people enabling everyone to change things
for the better.

Paul Egglestone

Image: Garry Cook
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When building community technologies, there are two
moments I find most rewarding: the day it’s installed, and the
moment I know it was worth the effort. For Bespoke, both these

Deploying
Viewpoint
Nick Taylor

moments came in February 2011 when Mike Shorter and I spent two days
installing three Viewpoints and three Wayfinders in Callon and Fishwick. It was
an exhausting couple of days, but it’s always great to see your work in public,
being used by real people. Afterwards, over well-earned pizza, Mike asked me
how many votes we’d need to consider Viewpoint a success: I said about 50 a
week. Later, when I got back to my hotel, I logged in to see how the first poll
was doing.
After just twelve hours, we already had 37 votes.
I knew from that point that months of design work and close collaboration
with the community had paid off. By the end of that first week, a total

of 219 votes had been cast, which was far beyond anything
we’d expected. Things are often more popular when they’re new, so there
was no reason to expect to maintain that level of interest, but it was most
certainly a promising start.
That said, getting people to vote was only one part of the challenge.
For Viewpoint to be a success, we needed to make sure new questions were
posted every week, and try to ensure that something was done with the
results — the last thing we wanted was to reinforce the notion that nobody
ever listened. These proved to be much more difficult to achieve, but I’m
confident that Viewpoint played a positive role in enabling communication
between residents, councillors and housing associations in the community
during the two months it was active.
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On the day of public testing in the YMCA community centre in Fishwick,
my Research Assistant and Intern (both called Mike) were unloading the Digital
Buskers onto the street from a van parked just outside the entrance. We were
feeling a little unsure. It was strange to be taking the objects out and putting
them on the street as a small crowd of local kids and parents had gathered to
watch the spectacle.
We had ‘Shaks’ unloaded first and just as we were taking our 'Dub P',
a red Escort shot passed, paused, accelerated, and then screeched to a stop
and reversed back up. A guy in his twenties wearing a red shirt and aviator
shades wound down the window and shouted:
“Is that Shaks?”
“It is,” I said
“Are you his manager?”
“ No,” I responded. And feeling more than the weight of my middle-age
and middle-class accent, added: “I’m a researcher.”
“What?”
“ It’s a project about Shaks and Dub P, we’re looking at how they can
be better known in the community”
PAUSE…
 It’s sick” (and I add here that this was said with no expression,
“
just the statement that it was ‘sick’)
“Is that good or bad sick?” I asked.
And with a laugh, he said “It’s wicked sick” followed by “is he here?”
“No, he’s not - we’re trying to get in contact with him”
“I’ll find him for you”
And what followed next was a crowd of people on foot and in cars
surrounding the buskers with kids in shades and hoodies taking their photo
with the buskers. They were acting just like excited kids. Proud that they
knew Dub P and Shaks. Proud of their community.
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Becoming
a Busker

The busker design process was a strange experience for me. The fact I
had people vastly more skilled and qualified than me asking a bunch of
questions and stressing my input made me feel like I had accomplished a lot
for music in Preston.
It was very empowering and inspired me to create different sorts of music
so the buskers could showcase more than just one genre. It gave me a

sense that I was doing the right thing to get noticed.
I have several general "ground rules" in the studio – nothing fake just honest
lyrics that represent the artist. I've had occasions where an artist was talking
about all these guns and women he had had over the years and I soon deleted
the track and kicked him out the booth. He was 18 and from a three-bedroom
detached house in a suburb in Preston - hardly the unprivileged background
he claimed to be from. There's a consensus that being from the "streets" is a
cool thing, that living off benefits and hustling is to be idolised. However it just
means that you're poor and maybe your parents didn't work hard enough at
school to buy a big house and private education. There's nothing good about not
knowing where the next meal is from or the constant reminder that crime and
poverty is just around the corner.
To me and the artists I've worked with over the years hip hop, rap, grime, or
to put it academically as possible, ‘urban music’ is a form of release. It's a way
of expressing our feelings and emotions in ways to impress people and create
something positive from our environment. The entire BESPOKE team understood
this and respected this from day one and while the idea for the buskers was
theirs, idea I feel I had an equal share in its birth. They respected me and saw
something in me that I still haven't been able to glimpse.
The design was actually quite low tech: two speakers, a box, a simple texting
system and a power supply. The aesthetics on the other hand were amazing the
printed larger than life statues were amazing. When I saw them I was shocked,
they were amazing in every sense of the word. No one whose album I've ever
owned has had a statue that plays their music. I had never seen such a quality
product of that scale before and it was mind blowing. The designers kept
asking me to be critical and tell me honestly what I thought but the only thing
I could see was potential. I was inspired by the work they had done to make
music to match the quality of the designs. They worked -simple as that.

As a producer who's sick of using the same channels to promote music
only to have the same people listening all the time is frustrating. I set my sights
a lot higher than Preston. If you aim for the stars you still reach

the clouds.
So in the future, I would love to take the buskers out and about. Maybe
create music for just myself and take it about on its own. It wouldn't have as big
an impact though, one of the main functions and selling points of the busker is
they come in pairs, one vocal one instrumental. This gives a identity to both the
artist and the producer - something that has existed in hip hop since its dawn
and lately as pop music continues to be influenced by urban sounds. The focus
on producers likes David Guetta, Chase and Status, and Example have made them
into established artists in their own right. Maybe if I knew now how the journey
would pan out two years ago, two years ago I would have suggested individual
instrument busker like keyboards and strings to provide the music.
I love the buskers - they have a special place for me and always will. They are
more than a story to tell my grandkids when I'm older they are a unique, striking
design that deserve more than to put in storage and forgotten about. They have
the potential to be a new marketing tool to get your creativity heard in the everincreasing din of musical competition. If I ever became a huge selling artist I
wouldn't hesitate to use them on my album campaign.

Ste Robinson/Dub P
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Physical Apps

“There’s an App for that”
Is there? What if you don’t have an iPhone, a laptop, an Internet connection
or any kind of digital life at all? Or what if you do have the App but on the wrong
platform? What if you have a Blackberry, but half of your friends and colleagues
have iPhones? How can communities be integrated not just when people in a
community, particularly elderly members, don’t have digital technology – but
what about when iPhones, BlackBerries, Android Smartphones form the basis
of communication though platforms such as Twitter and Facebook? If we are
to harness the power of digital technology to respond better
to communities then we need to find ways to integrate content
to include all members. This is sometimes called ‘inclusive design’, but I
prefer to call this Integrated Design.
Many of the ways that communities connect use traditional methods that
have remained unchanged since somebody first pinned a piece of paper to a
notice board. Infrastructure has always been exploited and harnessed to give
people voices – from the suffragette’s ‘hacking’ of penny coins in the early 20th
century, to the recent the recent rioting by disenfranchised, angry and neglected
groups of young people in the UK using BlackBerry Messanger, to the changing
of nations through social media. The ability for every-day people to

adapt and make use of technology is powerful and
nation-changing.

For better or for worse, and whether you agree of disagree, you can’t help
pausing and catching your breath at the power of digital technology to enable
momentous world-altering activity through communication. Yet, residents in
Fishwick and Callon frequently complain that they find it hard to find out what is
happening, or to have been oblivious that they have rising musical stars in their
community. In part this is because different communication channels and media
are used – sometimes purely physical (a noticeboard), sometimes only through
word of mouth, sometimes entirely digital (a Facebook account). Arguably, this
need to integrate across platforms and across communities can be facilitated
by finding a space between the physical and digital – what I call Physical Apps.
These are single function applications that are tangible and physical yet have
digital technology that enables information to be displayed or data to be sent.
There is a simplicity, accessibility and pleasurability in having a physical
interface to the digital world. People in the community really liked pressing
the Yes or No buttons on the Viewpoint, far more than sending an SMS. Seeing
new messages displayed on the Wayfinder LED displays intrigued people. There
is a hidden beauty in the interaction of digital information through physical,
bespoke, apps.
Even the most die-hard ‘digital natives’ among us (yes you know who
you are!), will have an App on their Smartphone that can wake them up in the
morning. But how many of you use this when at home? Do you not have an
Alarm Clock – something with personal value that you have and trust rather
than the Alarm Clock App? There is always value in having a physical

presence to intangible things – whether it is for knowing the
time or arranging a meeting, physical apps are an incredibly
important way to design for the world – to complement and find
space between the digital and analogue worlds that we live in.

Jon Rogers
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Local partnerships
'have a tangible impact'

Operating in Callon, regional housing association Contour Homes collaborated
with BESPOKE throughout the project's lifespan. For Ross Hemmings,
regeneration and investment officer at Contour, the motivation behind the
partnership was to help the housing association enhance local services and
deliver their key goal: to create a great place to live.
Contour has worked intensively in Callon over the last decade: carrying
out a multi-million pound regeneration of the area, and supporting the Callon
Kids Community Club – a group that works tirelessly in the local area to provide
activities and opportunities for local children.
BESPOKE and Contour's two-year partnership delivered a swathe of activity.
This included collaboration through the previous government's Future Jobs Fund
scheme to employ, train and support 15 community reporters who took on the
role of Insight Journalists and hosting for the designs once completed. BESPOKE
and Contour also worked together on fun one-off events, such as the annual
Callon Celebration day fete, and a journalism showcase in the autumn of 2010.
Ross suggests there were a number of advantages to the association in
working with a hands-on research project such as BESPOKE. These included the
opportunity to improve local communication and ensuring voices from many
elements of the Callon community were heard. This was achieved through the
project's hyperlocal storytelling and in person during the Celebration Day.

The Phase II designs in particular provided to be of real and
tangible benefit to Contour Homes, their residents and the
wider community, Ross suggests. This was, in part, down to the
hands on consultative methodology the project employed.
"We had direct input into the designs from residents and Contour staff
from community based interviews, submitting videos and audio form our own
Community research programme utilizing the Future Jobs Fund scheme," he said.
The Wayfinder and Viewpoint were equally as useful to Contour's
community activity. "Contour staff attended the design events at the university
and the final designs were placed on the Contour Callon office in the heart of the
estate," Ross adds.

John Mills

"The tangible and visible benefits were new and innovative
designs for the community which reflected their ideas and
met local needs, this helps to give real value to community
investment activities.
"The Wayfinder has been a real benefit as over the holidays we are able to
advertise and promote the Callon kids club activities to local people, to engage
young people in meaningful activities reducing the likelihood of anti-social
behaviour.
"The Viewpoint enabled us to collect votes on local projects and programmes
- testing people opinions on the community centre development concepts."
Looking to the future, Contour would be keen to pursue future projects that
contain some of the advantages offered by Insight Journalism and the
BESPOKE methodology.
Ross suggests the association would like to "replicate the successful
partnership working and to look at other locally focused projects which
enable us to directly link our residents into the project to bring investment of
knowledge and action into our communities… [and] to work with UCLan and
other knowledge partners to bring academic work into the communities for
direct and indirect benefit of the area".
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'Sustainability
is key'
Lisa MacDonald, community development officer at Community Gateway
housing association, suggests that research projects, such as BESPOKE should
work to ensure sustainability is a key priority when projects are at a
conceptual stage.
From its outset, BESPOKE recognised the need to make both the designs
and Insight Journalism as sustainable as possible. By the end of the two-year
project, we were eager to see our output continue beyond the funding stream's
endpoint. Some of the designs, such as Wayfinder, are now fixed permanently
with hosts and we've actively sought ways to continue our community
reporting including through a new grant from NESTA. BESPOKE's UCLan
contingent are now involved in a number of community journalism ventures,
but BESPOKE's Newspaper! has seen its last edition now that the project funding
has come to an end.
Lisa, who contributed to both the editorial and design elements of Bespoke,
suggests research and community projects of all descriptions should view the
medium to long-term impact of their work.
"I think for me, and it's always a case for people who come into local
communities, that you don't come and do a quick hit and go away. It’s about
sustainability. I absolutely love the BESPOKE newspaper and I'm gutted
that that's no-longer there. If you're going to come in and try something out,
technically or in a newspaper format, don't just come and do it for a few months
or a year. For me, it needs to be more long-term.”
Ultimately, she asks a fundamental question that 'research in the wild'
should always confront: "How are you going to make this sustainable?"

stories

Lisa hints that Bespoke's designs hit on a few key issues that are ripe
for further investigation. Viewpoint, to which Lisa admitted to being "quite
excited" about using when she first heard it proposed, generated an "absolutely
phenomenal" 250 votes to a Community Gateway question. As such, she
suggests this design concept is primed for additional iterations – something
that Bespoke is eager to explore in conjunction with its local partners.
"There are other ways I could use it and we do want to continually gauge
satisfaction in our communities. For Gateway as an organisation, it is about
asking 'are you satisfied with this, or you satisfied with that?' But then if they’re
not, I need to be able to do something else, so there's scope there for further
development. It's ok to get a quick yes/no response, but then you could target
your services to meet the dissatisfaction from those yes/no responses."
Speaking to Insight Journalist Dhee Burr earlier this year, Martyn Rawlinson –
City Councillor for Fishwick – said BESPOKE's Viewpoint and Newspaper! were a
unique and useful way of gauging local feeling and creating new communication
streams with the area they represent.
Martyn said: "The council is always looking for ways to engage better with
the community and Viewpoint is one simple way with yes and no questions on
very topical issues. It's very current."
"Devices like the Viewpoint will help and we'll keep talking to people,
perhaps use the local newspaper. The more people that engage with the council
and local councillors in any form the better off we all are."
"Let's hope that these ideas can be picked up on."
Overall, both Lisa and Martyn found collaboration with Bespoke useful on
a number of levels, whether this was finding out more about the issues present
in Callon and Fishwick through the Insight Journalism or in using the designs to
learn more about local residents.

Lisa said: "Even the community journalists out and about
on the estate talking to local residents have been useful on
the recordings I've seen. And any information we can get from
communities is helpful. No matter how the comments are made;
whether its Viewpoint, community journalism or me going out
asking them questions."
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Local partnerships
should be partnerships
Based at the local YMCA community centre, winners of the Queen's Award
for volunteering and offering activities for people throughout Fishwick, the
Fishwick Rangers Youth Development Scheme have been key partners
for BESPOKE.
Offering primarily sports-based services, but also running schemes such as
cancer awareness and private swimming classes for Muslim women, the Rangers
are well-known in Callon, Fishwick and Preston as a whole for the work they do.
But how is a university-led research project relevant to them?
Hussain Master, Outreach and Employment Officer at the Rangers, suggests
BESPOKE, with its various communications devices, offered a number of
advantages to them.
"[The newspaper and Wayfinder offered us a chance] to showcase out work
around the area, so if anything was going on the people would know, the young
people would know what's going on," he suggested.
Hussain adds the media technology the project used as part of its Insight
Journalism was valuable to both the Rangers and its members. Flip cameras, for
instance, were used to record a number of their projects. This provided another
way for the Rangers to share information and allowed young people from the
area to develop new skills.
By the end of the project, the Rangers had published stories and listings in
the newspaper, been interviewed by budding reporters, contributed to the form
of the designs and hosted them at various points.
But what lessons can BESPOKE, and other research projects, learn from
collaboration with such groups? It seems that for the Rangers, participants
in research projects should see some tangible benefits. When working with
BESPOKE, the Fishwick Rangers were offered new ways of spreading news of
the activities they run and potentially brought in more volunteers as a result.
"It's good to see events being shown on a digital board. And people can view
it, so it's another way of advertising, you know like in the newspaper or going
round dropping leaflets off to people. It's another way of doing it."
Hussain also argues that it's important that projects keep their

partners informed of what's going on.
"[BESPOKE project members] were always contacting us when you were
around the area. It was useful and more than enough to be honest. You were
keeping us in the loop and informed. It was good."
For more information about the Fishwick Rangers, check out their
website – www.FishwickRangers.com.

John Mills
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Is Co-Design
responsive?
Co-Design is the much-championed approach of working with people to enable
their voice to be captured in the design process. Something I applaud and have
high respect for as a design approach – much better than designers in polished
ivory towers sending their interpretation of form and function to the masses.
But something has gone wrong. I’m not sure if it’s laziness or blinkeredness on
the part of designers, but ‘design workshops’ seem to be used at every chance
– and are starting to become something that designers can hide their thinking
behind: “The workshop says it should be this. So it should this.” Integrity and
accountability can get lost in this process - crap design is still
crap design, regardless of whether the designer or researcher
has put on a co-design workshop or not . And we as designers need to
not just be aware of this, but to have a hard look at what is going on in the world
of co-design.

Time and time again I hear voices of communities saying
“But what do we get out of this?” As recently as last week a community
leader in Dundee said: “We don’t want to be used by researchers to get what
they want from workshops and get nothing back for us and the community –
what are you going to give back?” A fundamental and important wake up call
beyond the post-it notes, sharpie pens and Blue Peter-like approach to
designing with people.
The first time I met Dub P I came armed to the back-teeth with an incredibly
well thought out workshop about being a record producer – I was tooled up with
highly designed booklets to walk him and any other participants through the
process of branding a record label, and with stickers to identify what kind of
musician he was and how he communicated to the world. Dub P’s first line was
“I don’t want to do that. Can we go for a pint?” The quick and right answer was
“yes” – and we’ve worked together for nearly two years. The results have been
an honest and cast over by his producer’s eye – but we’ve designed it. We’ve
gone back to him and the wider community for advice on what works and what
doesn’t, but we’ve designed each stage and checked them off as we did it, in a
fairly traditional client-design relationship.
What we have increasingly found out in BESPOKE is that people want to
have a voice – their voice, rather than a design-workshop facilitated voice. That
they want to be on record as saying something and that ‘something’ is listened
to by the designers. So if Co-Design is going to be relevant, which I hope it is, to
the future of design then it needs to mature and find ways to connect designers
to the voices of people.

Jon Rogers
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‘Family Hedge’; physically personalised for a family (bespoke to specific people)
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See family hedge
design story on
page 56
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This piece reflects on the differences in Phase I and Phase II of the project;
between the types of methods used, the resulting design responses and the
implications this had for the different disciplinary practices of the
BESPOKE researchers.

stories

‘Viewpoint’; conceptually tailored for a
community (bespoke to a specific situation)

In the first phase of the project in which we used established, although
sometimes novel, participatory methods to gain insights several of the
researches felt, if not familiar ground, then at least in recognisable territory.
The methods were based on personal interaction with small groups including
families, youth groups and local musicians. We used designed cultural probes,
along with semi-structured interviews, group discussions and participantobservation as a palette of tools to get to know and understand individuals and
groups in Callon and Fishwick. As a response team we were in direct contact
with the people we were designing for, this face-to-face interaction created
not only a depth of understanding of the particularities of the lives of those we
talked to, but also built empathy between the future ‘users’ and the researchers.
This type of research, built on emotive personal connections is, of necessity,
time intensive. As Mike Shorter described, in past projects he would return if
not daily then at least weekly to chat with the people for whom his design was
intended, over the course of several months. Because he was physically present,
he could respond immediately to suggestions they might make because he could
evaluate what might be possible and what ideas the technology might prohibit.
Thinking about the different phases of BESPOKE methodology, Patrick Olivier
also commented, there’s no easy substitute for “getting to know a family and
spending time with them.”
The added benefit within a craft context to this type of research is that it is
relatively straightforward to conceptualise the ways in which you might make a
physically personalised design response, even if it was a challenge developing
the underlying design idea itself. For instance with the Family Hedge, the
methods we used meant we had some direct experience of the family’s lives,
their homes and some of the objects and images they treasured. These were rich
resources for developing a visual language that referenced the specific people
and from this a personalisation scheme could be created.
Additionally, because these forms of experiential methods have long
been used by craft practitioners and designers, there is a sense of understood
linearity to the development process. Described by Jon Rogers as being like a
‘ski jump,’ the trajectory often involves intensive interactions with users at the
start of the process, a period where the designer or craftsperson is constructing
the physical device, and later a return to the original user or group with the
prototype or design in hand to discuss, refine and play with the results.
In contrast, in Phase II of the BESPOKE project we substituted Insight
Journalism as the means through which we attempting gain insights about
life in the community. As the journalists increasingly became the mediators
between researchers and the community, we were separated from substantial
direct engagement with the people we were designing and making things
for. Especially for Justin, this initially did not initially sit comfortably with his
empathetic craft-centred ethos. The solid ground of more embedded research
seemed a long way off and left him with a slight sense of vertigo.
Although the particular responses we got from the participatory activities
with the families in Phase I were not within in our control, we did design the
activities to investigate particular lines of enquiry and specify some formats of
response. This resulted in a relatively focused and defined body of material
from which to draw insights. The journalism in phase II did not work like that,
from football results in the printed ‘Newspaper’, to video pieces reporting on a
local arson spree, the format and content of the journalism was diverse to say
the least.
When approached with the same mind-set as used in the first phase
many of the team found it initially difficult to extract value from the content.
On reflection perhaps this was because of an expectation, built on previous
research, of our ability to analytically dissect individual pieces and uncover
core (and hither to unrecognised) issues and concerns. We discussed later that
perhaps we had been looking for depth when in fact what was

being provided was huge breadth: multiple voices, overlapping and
conflicting concerns, the mundane alongside the exceptional, the celebratory
and the critical. Once we recognised this, the gaining of insights about a broad
and diverse community became a more feasible prospect. As several of the
research team noted, it was as if you understood the ‘cast of characters’ more
broadly than having a deeply singular knowledge of one particular individual
or role.

This shift in thinking had also to occur when considering the bespoke
nature of the actual design responses. In the context of this urban community
with a rich ethnic and cultural mix, there was no obvious shared visual
vocabulary, no communal vernacular which could be referenced in the
physical design of the devices. So our response was to create devices with
little embellishment and concentrate on working as a response team to craft
appropriate and accessible interfaces to the digital functionality.
Therefore the change in focus of the design responses from the personal
to the communal forced many of us to rethink our approach as designers and
makers. For Justin, his first instinct when developing a bespoke design response
would normally be to emphasise the personalisation of the form of a device as
a way of encouraging a sense of personal meaning and therefore appropriation;
making things bespoke to particular people. However, in a community context
this is problematic. What has proved to be more successful is putting the
emphasis on tailoring the functionality of the devices; making things

bespoke to particular situations.

Ultimately, we have emerged out of this project with belief in the value of
this new method for developing community insights and making appropriate
responses. Pragmatically, while the process was not less time-intensive overall,
it shifted the workload to be shared between designers and Insight Journalists.
What it sacrificed in depth it made up for in breadth, bringing together panoply
of perspectives and voices of Callon and Fishwick residents to a degree that
more ‘traditional’ methods couldn’t have approximated. While surveys and
questionnaires are often used for this reason, they don’t allow for the incidental,
sensory or indeed unintended insights (see Alicia story) that Insight
Journalism brought.
See page 18
However this method provided a challenge to craft practitioners in
particular. As Justin argued in ‘Were we crafting’ crafting is not only a practice
but is also an overarching mind-set. There is a tension between methods that
foreground longer-term first-person engagement and those that can more
usefully be used to bring together many voices at once. We are still struggling
with this tension, but underlying it is a sense that projects which aim to break
new territory such as BESPOKE, are the natural breeding grounds for new types
of practice and perhaps a recognition that a new type of practitioner that draws
on both craft and design is needed.
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Viewpoint

The initial idea; ‘The Callon & Fishwick Barometer’

One of the basic requirements of
democracy is the knowledge that we
are being listened to. In fact, one of
the basics of all relationships, from
businesses to families, is that we are
being heard. In the digital age we are
able to say a lot, really quite a lot. On
19th December 2009, just under
four years since launching,
the number of tweets on
Twitter exceeded the world
population. And now we see over
200 million tweets per day. But what
does this mean for helping people
to be heard? Following the role of
social media in the Arab Spring and
purportedly in civil unrest across
cities in the UK, what does this mean
for how we can use digital technology
to be better listened to, not just to
say things?
In response to what we learned
through Insight Journalism in
Callon and Fishwick, we wanted to
know whether, as self-referencing
responsive technology, digital
technology can enable entire
communities to have their say? Can
we go beyond technology specific
platforms (BlackBerry Messaging,
Twitter, SMS) and move towards
building community infrastructure
that enables people to respond
directly to their policy makers and
community influencers?

This is something that we
explored in response to the insight
that many residents of Callon and
Fishwick didn’t feel that their opinions
mattered, despite being regularly
consulted. Many also refused to
be recorded when speaking to
the journalists, for fear of being
identified and seen as interfering. As
Kirsty Watkinson, one of our Insight
Journalists, reported “it’s happened a
lot where I’ve gone up to people to ask
them for an interview and they’ve said

After some initial iterations which
experimented with the format and
positioning of all the elements of the
design, we constructed a low-fidelity
prototype that could be demonstrated
to stakeholders in the community and
on which they could provide feedback.
The prototype was comprised of a
normal PC monitor hidden behind a
printed foam core screen, with digital
gauges showing the current voting
status and question, as well as the
previous week’s question, result and
voting instructions. Users could vote
using text messages, which required
them to send one of two options to a
specified number. When a vote was
placed, the dials would update almost
immediately with the current result.

‘yeah I’ve got a lot to say but I
won’t say it to you and I won’t
say it on camera or I won’t
say it to anyone because I’ve
talked to people and
no-one listens.” Likewise, we
found that local organisations
recognised the importance of
participation, but struggled to
generate input from residents.
To address these issues, the
Viewpoint concept was developed
as a voting machine on which
local stakeholder groups can post
questions and local residents can
vote using binary responses (e.g. yes
or no, agree or disagree). To provide
privacy and widen participation, we
intended that votes would be cast by
text message, meaning nobody would
be able to see who had voted, or for
which option. Another key element of
this concept was accountability: it was
key that organisations and individuals
who posted questions would be
required to post a response stating
what actions they intended to take
based on the result.
The first interface designs made
strong references to barometers and
other climate measuring devices,
emphasising the metaphor of gauging
the ‘climate’ of feelings in the area.
In addition, the use of dials and
gauges were considered to be the
most effective way of graphically
communicating the live poll results,
while also making reference to the
‘swing-o-meters’ used in TV shows.

A number of early interface designs
making reference to barometers and
other climate measuring devices.

Development of Viewpoint concept originally using
a poster campaign to pose questions and provide
final results of a poll, texting to vote and
a ‘barometer’ to show the ‘live’ voting results.

This was demonstrated at a
community event where various
local organisations met to network.
Although residents responded
positively to the prototype, a number
of issues were highlighted. Foremost,
people did not like using text
messages to interact with a device
that was right in front of them, and
also thought that the cost of sending
a message and difficulties faced by
older residents might discourage
votes. Additionally, several residents
suggested that the display was too
complicated and showed too much
information—many did not know
what to do when confronted with
the display.

Each week a councillor or local
organisation posted a question (e.g.
should we repeat the provision of
skips? Is dog fouling a problem?)
and votes are placed either by using
the two buttons on the front of
the machine, or by sending a text
message to a freetext number. When
a new vote was placed, the arrow
on the meter adjusted accordingly,
and a new vote total was tallied. This
vote was then sent to the server and
the other machines were instructed
to update their totals accordingly. To
discourage a single individual placing
more than one vote, there was a one
minute delay before another vote
could be placed.

Based on feedback from the
community event, our design was
revised before a final design was
deployed. The final Viewpoint
consisted of a small computer and
monitor housed inside a bespoke
casing with windows to display a
question and a meter showing the
current result. Each of the devices
connected to a wireless network to
communicate with a remote server
where the votes were tallied. This
allowed three different devices,
located at the YMCA, Contour
Homes office on the Callon estate
and a Londis shop on New Hall Lane,
to display the same questions
and results.

Alongside the voting meter, the
distinctive feature of the Viewpoint
was the in-built accountability
mechanism whereby previous weeks’
questions were also viewable.

After votes were tallied, the
individual who posed the
question could view the result
online and enter a response.
By turning a jockey wheel on the
device, the display updated to show
the previous question, the final result,
and the reply from the questioner
along with any planned or completed
action points undertaken in response
to the vote.
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One of the three final designs deployed around the area.

Not quite to our surprise,
but certainly to raised eyebrows,
the Viewpoint deployments were
successful: some 1,400 votes were
cast in eight different polls over a
two-month period, far more than
had been expected, by either the
stakeholders posing the questions
or the research team. For example,
after posing a question about skip
provision, Lisa MacDonald from
Community Gateway reflected

‘The response was absolutely
overwhelming, I was just gob
smacked by the number of
people responding to
that question’.
What was it that made it
successful? Clearly it was that people
were excited and enticed by the
idea that they were given a question
and had the basic human right of
being able to say ‘Yes’ or ‘No,’ and
that they felt that this was going
directly to somebody who was in
power. Viewpoint was certainly not
the first time residents had been
given the opportunity to have their
voice heard. Regularly housing
providers and other organisations
conducted surveys through face-toface ‘clipboard’ questionnaires on
people's doorstops or at community
events. What made this successful
was the fact that a direct link, via a
physical interface, was built between
a policy maker and residents. And
while this was enabled through digital,
web-based, technology, the interface
was there in the community with
buttons for people to press. As with
the philosophy of Physical Apps, there
is clearly value and evidence of trust
in making the web physical – beyond
a web-app asking users to press ‘Y’ for
yes or ‘N’ for no, having two options
physically in front of people (rather
than the full keyboard) makes
a difference.

See page 38

It is interesting to note that
while we made SMS an option
for people voting, of the 1,400
votes cast – not one was made
this way, all of them were through
the digital product in the store or
YMCA community centre. True there
was some ‘playful’ use of the buttons
by young children, but this was easy to
code against.
While the interface was clearly a
success, issues remained about how
the stakeholders posed the questions.
They clearly found it harder to ask
questions knowing that they had to
provide a time-sensitive response to
the community voting. Equally, some
of the organisations raised concerns
about the limitations of the binary
system, they felt that simple ‘yes’ or
‘no’ answers didn’t give them the full
spectrum of information the needed.
Also, the anonymity undoubtedly
added to the popularity of the device,
but it made it hard for organisations
to follow up with people who, for
example, answered ‘yes’ to
questions such as: ‘Would you
volunteer one hour per month to help
your local area?’

Ultimately, the design required
that questioners only ask things
they could do something about. This
finding gives Viewpoint a viable
rational for existence – a digital
product with a simple two-button
interface made policy makers think
about what they are asking in a
community. Imagine if this could be
extended beyond a single shop in
a small community – would several
million people answering questions
they knew they would get a response
to change how the government asked
questions? Our experience reminds
us that governments need to do more
than collect data from citizens, they
need to act in response to targeted
and meaningful questions about what
their people want.
As evidence of success, Contour
Homes, the largest housing
association in the North West, has
requested to keep the Viewpoint in
order to assist with future planning
and consultation. In addition, local
councilor Martyn Rawlinson, who
posted a number of the questions
on Viewpoint, was also enthusiastic
about the devices. When interviewed
at the end of the trial period and
asked in if Viewpoint was viable, he
stated: “Yes absolutely, the council
is always looking for ways to better
engage with the community and this
(Viewpoint) is one simple way, with
straight yes and no questions on
topical issues, it’s very current.”

As with many of the devices
developed within this project,
Viewpoint can be best understood and
valued as a design response rather
than a design intervention.

The success of responses,
unlike interventions, is less
defined by solving specific
issues and is more open to
appropriation. We recognise
that more development will need
to be done to improve this design
to help engender a sense of local
democracy and accountability within
a community. However, it has quickly
found a place as a data collection tool
for key local organisations to measure
public opinion and inform existing
decision making processes. Following
the success of Viewpoint and the
issues raised around community
democracy, we intend to continue
exploring the potential for public
voting devices by building on the
Viewpoint design and deploying
devices in other areas.

Images: Garry Cook
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Closed Circuit Television,
particularly on the Callon estate,
is widespread. Every street, every
street corner, every public space and
a good amount of private space is
under the view of a camera lens. But
these are closed systems, unavailable
to public scrutiny and unable to be
used for anything more dynamic or
interactive than surveillance.
While no one gets angry at park
benches, the incorporation of
new technologies into community
infrastructure has always been faced
with controversy. What was the first
reaction was to clock-faces being
placed on church towers? Were people
delighted, angry or indifferent? Was it
a unanimous celebration that everyone
was synchronised, or did people feel
that employers and law-enforcers
could now use time measurement as
a tool against them? We can’t know
what the introduction of clocks meant
to how people viewed time, but we
use this as an example of how new
technology can produce all kinds
of reactions – particularly when its
developed in a top-down way for
society’s ‘better good’. We don’t
question now that synchronising
communities through the use of public
clocks was a good thing, but will the
same be said of the a more recent
form of technology for community
infrastructure – close circuit
television?
Closed Circuit Television plays a
fundamentally different role to other
forms of community infrastructure.
The rollouts of technology like
phoneboxes or ATMs are an easy sell
to the public because they provide a
service and make peoples’ lives easier.
Speed cameras and Closed Circuit
Television, used exclusively for law
enforcement, are not seen in the same
way. The simple view is that it depends
on what side of the law you are. If you
commit crimes of course you don’t
want to be captured on video, but if
you don’t, then your life is much better
for it. But it’s not as simple as that.
While this is not the place for a full
debate, it is worth recognising that
there are strong arguments from both
civil liberties and law-enforcement
groups about whether to contract or
expand the presence of Closed Circuit
Television in our communities.

In contrast, the global networking
and infrastructure giant Cisco has
predicted that by 2013, 90 per cent
of the Internet traffic will be video
based. People everywhere are using
video for entertainment, information,
and to hold each other and their
governments to account.On BESPOKE
during Phase I we identified the
Closed Circuit Television systems on
the estate as a topic of concern and
interest in the community. During
design workshops with youth groups
like Ablaze, who loved dancing and
performing, we generated ideas of
how video surveillance could be reharnessed not just as a technology
for law-enforcement, but also for
community engagement.

Closed Circuit Television
is, after all, essentially a
streaming camera that could,
if the right attention is paid
to civil liberties and public/
private film rights, be a tool
for community connectivity.
With this in mind we developed
the concept of Community Capture TV
(CCTV). We explored options to utilise
existing infrastructure, but given
the sensitive nature and concerns
from the council, police and housing
associations we opted to prototype
as a standalone system. We hoped to
demonstrate the possibilities of our
version of CCTV with its potential for
engagement, rather than provide a
solution to a problem. The idea was
that community groups could use
CCTV to capture fascinating moments
or impromptu performances and
either store or upload them to the
Internet for entertainment, promotion
and archiving the history or the area.

An initial prototype took
inspiration from the technology
used by the BBC to film animals in
the wild – the camera is constantly
buffering for a set period and is only
copied to storage once it is triggered.
Like home television boxes that
can capture and replay live TV on
command, our CCTV would allow
for the recording and replaying of
snippets of activities that had just
happened. We all know that feeling of
trying to anticipate when your child
is about to do something great, but
pressing the record button a moment
too late. However, with this buffering
technology we were able to record the
previous thirty seconds of history that
would be stored to a hard-disk at the
press of a big red button.

We thought this would be useful
for public sports and performance
– football is played extensively in
Callon and Fishwick – and the Fishwick
Rangers were interested in taking part
in an initial trial.
However, and this is more to do
with the process rather than to the
idea, for a number of reasons the
CCTV was never fully tested in the
community. We conducted an early
trial at a weekly Fishwick Rangers’
practice, but the design itself was
unwieldy for use by a volunteer-run
football team. Our design team was
so dispersed that it was difficult
logistically to make someone available
to support the design at short notice.
There were big ambitions for the
design to be used in public as a
way of transforming a street corner
into performance space, but Child
Protection and public restrictions
meant that as a concept is was really a
push too far.

In some ways this is a report of
a design-failure – we failed to build
something that we user-proofed
for the public. The design itself was
clumsy and we needed more time to
re-work it into something more usable.
We need to collaborate more closely
with local and national government,
with housing providers and police,
and would need to do this over a much
longer period of time than the limits
of BESPOKE allowed us. We still have
a passion for looking into how we can
harness public digital infrastructure
like Closed Circuit Television and
think about what it could mean for our
communities to build a positive side
to the technology that watches over us
24 hours a day, 365 days a year.
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Digital
buskers
When I’ve tried to describe
what design is to groups of
school pupils I’ve asked:
“how many of you know what
Product Design is?” No hands.
“What Design is?” No hands.
Blank looks. Thinking “this
guy is a university lecturer,
what’s he asking us for?”
So I move on. “How many of
you have an MP3 player?”
All hands. “How many of you
have an MP3 player made by
Apple?” All hands. “How many
of you have met the designer
Jonathan Ives?” No hands. I
go on to explain that is what
design is. That a person they
have never met in a company
they’ve never visited is able
to persuade every single
teenager in a Scottish High
School that they should buy
and buy-into his product.
Jon Rogers

The tide of international
design has moved in the direction
of making portable, uniform and
high-functioning technology. But
on BESPOKE, we questioned this
assumption, thinking instead about
making designs bespoke to individuals
and groups. Our contention is that
instead of mass production, making
something tailored to an individual
who is recognisable and specific can
make a design do its job better,
not worse.

Mike and DubP seconds before going to the pub….

The Digital Buskers exhibit this
philosophy. Early in Phase I we held
a number of design workshops based
around key insights and themes
about life in Callon and Fishwick that
were identified in early stage Insight
Journalism and ethnography. The
production of digital music was a
well-established bedroom DJ scene
across Preston. As designers, we liked
this challenge – it felt cool. We could
identify with this theme and had a
great idea of how we could connect
(at least one of us was a pretty average
DJ in his time).

Our initial idea for the workshops
was to design a fake record-label.
We recruited a micro-record label
producer, Andrew Cook of Flash
Records, and designed a workshop
where we would work with local music
producers to create promotional
material. Through this, we hoped
we'd be able to gain insights into the
production practices and aspirations
of local music-makers. The workshop
was widely advertised and promoted
locally, but only one person turned
up. His name is Ste Robinson, aka
Dub P. He took one look at the (we
can now say, retrospectively) overdesigned workshop, said it looked like
homework and asked to go for a pint
instead. The conversation between
Dub P and Mike Shorter from Dundee,
lasted for several hours and several
pints. By the end he was in on the
project and formed a relationship that
two-years on is still going strong.

The central knowledge that came
from the night in the pub was that
though while Dub P and his fellow
producers and artists had many
thousands of online followers,
through MySpace and Facebook, they
had no recognition in or impact on
the local community. This key insight
provided a powerful platform for
generating ideas.
One of the ideas, was the concept
of a Digital Busker, where statues
of Dub P and local music producers/
artists could play digital music to
passers by. In some ways 'statue' is
a clumsy word to describe what the
idea was and the design response they
became, but in another it is perfect:
everyone knows that a statue is a
physical representation of a person
in public view. The idea being that a
statue of Dub P would be produced
that would be positioned in the
community and town centre(s) that the
public could interact with in order to
raise awareness and potentially funds.
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The original intention of the
design was to develop a Physical App
that was connected people to Dub P,
however it became much more than
this – as you will see from how the
project developed during
public testing.
We wanted something that
was outdoor-proof and portable to
enable testing across locations in
the community and city. The choice
was made to build 2D photo-realistic
forms that were life (or slightly larger
than life) – size objects. Where people
would be able to recognise who the
artists were and connect to
their music.
Our first prototypes were laser
engraved cut-outs of Dub P and Shaks
in Formica-coated marine ply. We
installed an MP3 player and used
a coin slot to trigger the playing
of tracks at random and tested the
buskers at an event at the YMCA.
We had some incredibly in-depth
discussions with all members of the
community, who included young kids,
their parents and their grandparents.
See 'Wicked Sick'
story page 36
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People who came along to the
session also spanned a variety of
ethnic backgrounds with members of
both Asian Fishwick community and
predominantly but not exclusively
white Callon area sharing their
thoughts. A clear insight was that
we should look rather than at a coinoperated mechanism, as residents
were concerned about security,
and look at a system of using SMS
to control the buskers and leave
comments on each track. This
community generated insight on how
the Buskers should develop
lead to a re-building of the designs
and technology.
Buskers 2.0 have an MP3 player,
mobile phone and microcontroller;
actually not so different from my
iPhone – but with the notion of massmarket turned on its head. Instead of
a highly neutral product that had the
capacity to store and play millions of
tracks from any artist, we had design a
highly bespoke product for one person
and one set of tracks relating to that
person. This demonstrates what
bespoke one off products are - highly
relevant products to an individual or
group of individuals to enable them to
connect better to their community.

Design

With the community-generated
functionality of SMS control we now
have a platform that is very much like
a physical version of a social media
site. In fact we have a social media
object. If Facebook or mySpace were a
physical app for Dub P and Shaks, this
is what they could be.
But, there is still a lot of work to be
done. They are, as are all of the works
in BESPOKE, on-going prototypes that
demonstrate a future of how people
can connect better to their community
through the digital economy and
social media in physical forms.
What’s next? We’re now looking
at making interactive paper versions
that can act as covers for music
magazines to promote the work of the
digital music producers on the Callon
and Fishwick estate further… watch
their space.

Images: Garry Cook
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Wayfinder
See CCTV design
story page 50
Image: Garry Cook

On the one hand, public digital
infrastructure can be seen as
indication of how advanced a society
we live in, yet on another we have a
disjointed fairly random collection
of public digital objects that clearly
point to a lack of strategy or thought
behind their wider use. The list reads
like a tech-pluck from the air: CCTV
(point to CCTV design story), speed
cameras and travel information and
advice. All of this, while we have a
postal service that remains firmly
rooted in the analogue! The point here
is that we have incredible opportunity
to innovate in this social public digital
infrastructure space. That there is an
infrastructure of power, of internet,
of cameras, of sensors, of displays
already threaded throughout our
society. To paraphrase from a wellknown UK TV show in the 1980s:
Why don’t we switch off our LED
screens and go out and do something
less boring instead?

Communication is the
bedrock of communities, as
without communication we
would have no community.
And it doesn’t take Insight
Journalism to know this.
“As I meander through the
lanes of Cornwall navigating
from the passenger seat of
the hired car, the stead-fast
unchanged signs that point to
not just places, but for me are
evocative pointers to
far-off memories of childhood
camping trips with paraffin
fired stoves burning bacon in
aluminium Campart Cooksets.
The ability of s sign to point
not just to where you are going
but to memories of childhood
is really quite empowering.
I can’t imagine that this
was something that people
designing signs thought of,
but it is a nice happy accident.”
Jon Rogers

So what else can signs do, or rather,
taking them to their basic function
– Wayfinding – what can digital
technology be used for?
How can our public digital
information perform to its social
digital capability? Can signs contain
social information rather than be
restricted to pure facts about travel
and occasional tickings-off like a
naughty school child. Is there any
evidence that “Don’t Take Drugs
And Drive” has any effect on
drivers that take drugs and drive?
Is there an opportunity to take a
creative approach to how we use
this emerging digital infrastructure
that clearly is going to become more
widespread and deeper reaching
into our communities? It seems that
a shift in thinking is required from
policy makers to see the viewers of
information as audiences rather than
merely users of the roads.

The way communication spreads
around communities, through gossip,
meeting at the school gates, from
a notice board or from a talking to
a shopkeeper, is often organic and
multi-channel - rapidly crossing
between digital and analogue.
It becomes interesting when we look
at cross-community communication
and start to see that while specific
groups are linked, there is sometimes
a limited connection between them.
This is mainly due to people using
different physical or digital channels –
if you are not in the same group or use
the same medium then you will not
have access to the same information.
Communication, and in particular
communication about where things
are and when they are happening, is
hugely important in any community.

Over the years we have
developed basic wayfinding,
from Roman milestones
to the complex and formal
information systems of today.
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Only in recent years have LED
screens provided dynamic information
and our road signs now point us
towards more than just places, they
inform of events and future potential
traffic problems, but still remain
highly conservative and fall far short
of the potential held in
the infrastructure.
The BESPOKE Wayfinder idea
came about as a response to
foreground insights from the
community outlining difficulties
knowing where and when things were
happening across the multiple groups
and clubs in Callon and Fishwick.
The specific form and function
came from an insight of a traditional
wooden signpost that appeared in the
background of a number of films about
Fishwick Bottoms.
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This use of a glancing detail also
shows how designers gain insights for
ideas. It is not always the foreground
information but the background
details or 'things' that are caughtoff-camera that offer the most useful
insights. The image of the traditional
signposts started a conversation
centred on ‘what if signposts

could move and point to
changing information’. As we
built the idea up the simple idea of a
signpost moving became something
quite exciting and compelling.
Drawing and building prototypes
furthered its potential to include
a digital display to enable the
community to write directly to it and
display their own information.
The idea was pitched back to
the community through the press
conference and reported back into
the community. As a selected idea,
we built an experience prototype
signpost that contained a handwritten display made from a motorised
rotating sign. The purpose of the
experience prototype was to test how
people would respond to the concept
of a moving signpost.
Community feedback was
strong and three host volunteers,
Colin Makinson at Contour Homes,
Peter Nunn at St Matthew’s church
and Stephen Heath at the YMCA,
came forward as participants in the
community innovation experiment.

The final verstion of the
Wayfinder is a Physical App that
shows people to where events are
happening. It consists of an LED
scrolling screen that community hosts
can send SMS messages of information
about events and a grid-reference to
show where the event is happening.
The ‘information vanes’ then turn to
point where the event is taking place.
The underlying idea is to demonstrate
a possible future where these signs
are on every street corner and people
could find their way to events that
were happening live. In the same way
that people will use smart phones to
navigate, we wanted to open this
up to a more community level
design response.
See page 38

It might be that we have these in
our homes to communicate between
family and friends; and might be that
we use them in emergency situations
to direct people in a city away from
a disaster happening; or it might be
a way of discovering an impromptu
community picnic on a sunny day.

With digital infrastructure
becoming more accessible
and more likely, we want to
ensure that we make the right
choices about how we build
and support communities in
creative and imaginative ways
– that we want learn from and look
beyond CCTV and speed cameras;
that we want to make information
more accessible and that decisions
for digital community infrastructure
would gain more community support
and engagement if the community
were engaged with in the generation
of ideas.

This connection between a physical
object and social media is at the heart
of our thinking on how technology
could be better integrated into public
life. As digital technology becomes
ever more part of how we communicate,
public objects that display social media
are a way of ensuring that every member
of the community has access and is
integrated into digital cultures. It is this
physicality that provides society with
the opportunity for making sure that
we don’t further build divides between
an online youth and an offline ageing
population.
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Family Hedge &
Fishwick Talking
Memory Box
See timeline
on page 05

As the father of one of
the families recognised ‘You
remember through doing'.

From the ethnographic work carried
out by our anthropologist in Phase I
of the project one of the themes to
emerge was ‘family communications’.
There are rich relationships within
the families of Callon and Fishwick
and we considered it a valuable
area in which to investigate ways
digital technologies could capture
and celebrate these relations for
specific families and connect to wider
community issues of place making
and belonging.
We worked closely with two
local families. In order to engage
different generations we used a
range of participatory activities
including the use of cultural probes
and physical prompts. From mapping
the area for family stories, to the
creation of a book of treasured
objects and an extended family
tree, these activities helped build
empathy between us and families,
and encouraged conversations and
family recollections in an organic and
open way. These group and individual
acts of physical making and doing
were appreciated by all the family
members involved as engaging, fun
and unexpectedly revealing. They
facilitated a recounting of memories
and personal stories, not just to us,
but more importantly to other family

Out of these craft-centric
activities and accompanying
conversations came insights about
the potential benefits of linking
meaningful objects, memories and
people together in some way. As
the father of one of the families
acknowledged there could be value
in ‘bringing things into one place’.

Mapping the landscape of family stories
across the local area and reviewing the book
of ‘family treasures’

From these broad insights was
born the first concept of a ‘Tangible
family tree’. Combining active physical
participation with the recording of
family stories we wanted to develop
a tangible and engaging means of
digitally recording and linking stories
and experiences with analogue family
photos and treasured objects. We
conceived of using a digitally enabled
and interactive family tree as the
interface for capturing and retrieving
stories which link people to people,
people to objects and people
to places.

As this concept was refined we
recognised that the traditional family
tree tends to represent families in
highly structured and simplified
vertical bloodlines, and seeks to
situate individuals in an historical
context, emphasising traditional
notions of the family. So we
reconceptualised the structure of our
interface to that of a ‘Family Hedge’.
This iteration encouraged inclusivity
and the charting of existing extended
family connections in all their
contemporary complexity.
One of the project’s overarching
aims was to craft bespoke devices
with simple and accessible analogue
interfaces to digital content and
services. Marrying this aim to the
‘Family Hedge’ concept resulted
in the development of a highly
personalised device, which used RFID
technologies as the mechanism for
linking physical objects and imagery
to digitally recorded stories.

This first version used an adapted
writing slope (with all its historical
associations to creating and storing
written communications) to hold a
computer and set of RFID readers
(Radio-frequency identification (RFID)
is a technology that uses radio waves
to transfer data from an electronic
tag, attached to an object, through a
reader for the purpose of identifying
the object).
Onto this was attached a ‘wand’
which functioned as a microphone, a
controller and another RFID reader. In
addition to this was a set of ‘person
cards’ with RFID tags embedded,
which would represent different
family members. By placing different
combinations of people and objects
onto the box and recording audio
content, an archive of stories
associated with specific people or
objects could be built up. Through
a reverse process, specific stories,
or set of stories, can be retrieved
by placing combinations of objects
and ‘people cards’ back onto the
box, which then plays back audio
content related only to those items.

In essence it is a tangible
interface for recording,
associating, playing and
filtering audio content.

members themselves.

‘Family Hedge’ version one, an adapted
and personalised antique writing slope

Family members personalising their
own cards and recording stories
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Although the majority of the
children will have had extensive
exposure to sophisticated digital
technologies that are smaller, smarter
and with more functionality than our
device, the novel physicality of the
interface created a sense of wonder in
some of the children, one stating

“it’s kind of magical and all,
when you put stuff down it
makes all the stuff
inside work”.

Early design visualisation

The 'Hedge' was well received by
the family and the principal of how
the system works and what it could
do was easily understood. However,
the interaction design proved to
be unintuitive and too complex. In
addition the buttons on the ‘wand’
were not mechanically robust enough
and caused additional reliability
problems. There was clearly value
in this design, but also more work
that needed to be done. Interest in
our work from the head teacher at
Fishwick Primary School provided a
good opportunity to develop version
two. This new context provided
impetus for us to address the
problems in version 1 and develop a
simpler, more robust system, replacing
the ‘wand’ with a set of ‘control cards’
(e.g. play, eecord, erase).

These RFID enabled cards could
be placed on the newly designed
device in conjunction with the existing
‘person cards’ and tagged artefacts.
This development proved highly
successful and allowed children to use
the device with minimal instruction or
support. An additional benefit was the
openness of the new system, which
allowed the school and the children
to appropriate it for their own use.
No longer was it only about family
stories and memories, but used in
variety of ways, from tagging replica
historical artefacts and the children
recording how they thought they
may have been used, to enabling the
sharing of students’ experiences and
progress with parents, carers or family
members during visitor evenings.

The rationale for personalisation
was also rethought. Although limited
personalisation was undertaken
during production, we left the design
more open, giving the opportunity
for pupils to personalise items
themselves. This resulted in each
child having their own personal card
(and carrier of their own personally
generated content) which they felt
ownership of and an attachment to.
More broadly, the whole year

group took ownership of the
design by voting to rename it
the ‘Fishwick School Talking
Memory Box’.

Craft is at the core of
these devices both in terms
of the process of design and
production and the use of
crafted methods to build
the empathy from which the
insights for the concept arose.
Through the whole project we
have strived to create emotional
meaning alongside functionality in
the devices we have created. We hope
that by adhering to this approach
we have moved the design from the
particular to the more general while
retaining a crafted ethos.
These devices hold personal
memories and other audio content
of significance to the family and
school children who have used them;
therefore they will stay in their
ownership and continue to be used.
It will be telling to revisit them in the
future and as the archive of content
builds, find out if the value of these
devices is increasingly recognised
and the new and unexpected uses to
which they have been put.

‘This is a tag
and this is what
I have 'made
because it is mine’

Continuing to build on the
lessons learnt from versions 1 and
2, version 3 of the Talking Memory
Box is in development and will be
designed to be even more open to
physical personalisation. A number of
devices will be tested with families
and schools in the Byker estate in
Newcastle during the autumn of
2011. In addition we are investigating
the potential value of both the
underlying interaction design and the
crafted analogue interface for public
engagement and educational purposes
in a museum context.
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blogging pad
One of the motivating ideas for
BESPOKE was the notion of ordinary
people ‘talking back’ to published
or broadcast media to express their
opinions. After jokes about

how some people shout at the
radio or television to express
disagreement, the Blogging
Pad became a development
of this kind of animated
dialogue.

We returned to this idea in the
context of thinking about the way
the Newspaper! worked with the
community website. The newspaper
was much more widely read than the
accompanying website by members
of the community, but only text
comments could be left on the website
and lack of Internet access limited
the volume of feedback recorded. We
also wanted to encourage face-to-face
discussion of newspaper articles and
had visited St. Teresa’s social club
where we imagined the paper might
be left on tables and discussed over
a drink. This led to the concept of
recording verbal comments in a social
setting on articles in the newspaper,
and storing these later on the website.
The easiest and cheapest way of
identifying articles was to give them
a numeric code and have someone
type this in before making a comment.
This led to the design of a numeric
keypad with microphone and speaker
at which readers could record a spoken
comment on an article and listen to
other people’s comments.

As with many of the BESPOKE
devices, the way in which this concept
was implemented and deployed
heavily affected its value and use
in the local area. The need to refer
back and forth to stored messages on
a website required Internet access.
Very few public areas in Callon and
Fishwick had wi-fi, including St.
Teresa’s social club, which had also
lost its drink licence around the time
we were building the Blogging Pad. So
the Pad was eventually tested at the
Ablaze Youth Group Pirate Fun Day and
with the Lancashire Parenting Group,
connected to a laptop. Although
locals could see the potential of
responding to the newspaper, the
experience of doing so on our trial
device was not smooth and the device
wasn’t sufficiently developed for any
individual community group to take
ownership and ‘look after it’. We also
found that people were self-conscious
about leaving spoken messages in
public and concerned about being
recognised by others. This called into
question our original assumption
about stimulating and recording public
discussions and debates.

These lessons suggested a new
implementation of the design that
we planed but never made. A more
personal voice recording service
could be provided over any mobile
phone by calling a single freephone
number. Comments could be left on
specific articles as before, but also
to a more general voicemail box for
anything relating to that issue of the
newspaper. The choice of spoken,
textual or videoed comments could be
provided to allow people to control
anonymity, and these could be left and
viewed on conventional computers
as well as mobile phones. Given the
success of social discussions around
personal media on sites such as
Facebook, we see no reason why these
could not happen around community
news articles in this kind of way.
However, our experience suggests
that provision should be made for
‘speaking’ in a number of different
ways or voices, and on devices like
the mobile phone are in common use
in the community.
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Editorials
Over its two years, BESPOKE
experienced challenges, frustrations,
rewards, revelations and, on occasion,
unexpected delights. After plentiful
pieces of Insight Journalism, design
idea generation, development and
deployment we, and many of those
we've collaborated with, feel we are
at the beginning of discovery, rather
than at the end.
BESPOKE's combination of
storytelling and digital design
innovation is one that has potential
for further use in a wide range of
community settings. In sharing our
methodology as it evolved we hope to
inspire other projects to take shape,
and offer communities an alternative
and innovative way of telling stories
that allow designer-makers and
others to respond to these inspiring
multimedia, multi-faceted, narratives.
Respond is the key word here. The
BESPOKE designers, over our project’s
life lifespan, have evolved their own
perspective. Rather than constructing
design 'interventions', the team see
themselves as responding to needs,
hopes and desires of the communities
of Callon and Fishwick.
As you have read, Insight
Journalism took many forms
throughout the project, and enjoyed
an extensive range of contributors
from a complex community setting.
But what does our experience on
the project mean for the different
disciplines we represented, from
Journalism to Social Science, to
Human Computer Interaction to Craft
and Design? Each of our industries
and disciplines are currently asking
vital questions about commercial
viability, ethical integrity, and what
future forms will look like within
an ever-changing digital world.
Perhaps most importantly, we all are
engaged with debates over how our
various disciplines and industries can
best represent and respond to the
communities we work with while this
metamorphosis takes place.

"So what are
we doing?"
John Mills
"So what are we doing?" was a
phrase voiced many times by our
BESPOKE Insight Journalists, and
they weren't always talking about
the same issue. Sometimes they were
speaking conceptually, figuring out
about the role of a reporter in the
community and working within the
BESPOKE methodology, occasionally
they uttered the words with playful
exasperation when tricky assignments
were commissioned, or the phrase
was heard when reporters were
interviewing members of the public on
cold and rainy days.
For the Insight Journalists we
worked closely with, trained and
supported, or to those contributors
we simply provided a platform
to, what they were doing couldn't
always be defined easily. Yes, they
were producing text, video and
image stories, of course they were
discovering new information and
providing a spotlight into groups,
activities, people and making stories
that would not otherwise have been
told, but the collective sum of their
work went well beyond this. It had
value on lots of levels, and to differing
members of the communities we
encountered, as well as to the
project itself.
My view, at the end of a busy
and complex project, is that Insight
Journalists, sometimes consciously,
sometimes unconsciously, had an
impact at a number of levels. These
ranged from covering issues around
democracy to commenting on
afterschool activities. They spoke to
people about how they would green
spaces in their area to be transformed,
and arson attacks in these very
spaces. They found out what people
living and working around them
really cared about. Their content –
exhibited in a multimedia panorama
– helped to construct and reflect
on a living, breathing place. Value
for the designers came through the
breadth of content via the newspaper,
films and photo-essays. When taken
as a nebulous whole, our Insight
Journalists rendered a rich and living
space: an act that provides a historical
marker for posterity, and a point of
debate, discussion and
potentially action.

This is what hyperlocal storytelling
should be doing. Delving down to the
micro-level to reveal a place as it is,
representing an eclectic mix of voices
that would be missed by larger media
organisations whose distribution
is wider and interests less intent
on Church Fun Days and Police and
Community Together meetings. I'm not
claiming BESPOKE's insight journalists
created a fully-fledged reporting ecosystem in Callon and Fishwick. They
didn't. But they made a start.
Two years ago, hyperlocal Insight
Journalists had a range of tools to
help them tell stories. Nokia N900
smartphones, Flip video cameras and
a variety of publishing platforms.
Today, they have many more. Mobile
phones have all the tools you need to
create multi-media content, and allow
you to publish to the web. Blogging
platforms are cheap (if not free) and
are increasingly accessible. Social
networks and community networks
can be and, in many areas are, one and
the same.
Our Insight Journalists had a
further advantage. Thanks to their
relationship with the BESPOKE
designers, they had the opportunity
to influence the creation of physical
things. Their work went beyond
having a voice, they experienced
a combination of storytelling and
physical response: a form journalistic/
design co-creation that began to
provide greater empowerment and
influence; both for the journalists
themselves and the communities they
reported on.

Why BESPOKE is
important now
Paul Egglestone
Technology, it’s argued, defines
how media is created, consumed
and distributed. At the same time
it can determine the strength of an
individual’s political voice. Followers
of the debate about the decline and
fall of the newspaper industry will
be well-versed with the notion that
print isn’t dying, merely evolving
and that a workable business model
will be found. But if journalists and
newspapers disappear who or what
replaces them? Who will hold local
government, business and the police
to account?
Cynics frequently say the press
rarely holds anyone to account
because it’s part of a political system
designed to maintain the status quo.
There may be a few hiccoughs such
as Murdochgate or Expensesgate but
they are soon forgotten.
After the Bespoke project you
might expect me to argue that nature
fears a vacuum and a new breed of
community reporters will fill the void
left by this imploding news media. But
there’s a problem and, like the one
facing all media, it’s economic.
Community reporters are
essentially volunteers who rely on
substantial professional input from
training and equipment to legal
support – the stuff of “old media
companies”. Most volunteers in the
area we worked in are unlikely to be
university graduates and many are
unemployed. In fact they are unlikely
to regard journalism as a job.
Projects like Bespoke are
pragmatic responses to a changing
community, legal and media
environment that emphasises the
importance of investing in community
journalism. Because if these
volunteers replace the old journalistic
model they will need to be properly
equipped. They will need to become
critical thinkers, have the confidence
to ask difficult questions and the
tenacity to get answers. In December,
when the Localism Bill looks like
finally receiving the Royal assent
community reporters may be best
placed to report on its impact in their
neighbourhoods.
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What comes after
user-centred design?
Alicia Blum-Ross
& David Frohlich
The design of today’s digital
technology comes from a history of
mass production. The latest mobile
phone will probably be an evolution
from a previous model, with additions
and changes worked out in consultation
with users in focus groups, through
ethnography and following field trials.
Its design will be frozen for a new
release and will then be manufactured
in hundreds of thousands to achieve
economies of scale. This depends on an
understanding of users in a way that
emphasises consistency over diversity
– producing broadly the same model,
the same look, and the same set
of uses.
Some diversity in colour and
appearance may be supported before
or after sale, but the functionality
of the device remains essentially
the same.
This cyclical research model
is called user-centred design and
has set the agenda for how social
scientists can contribute to design
for many years. The aim of the
Bespoke process has been to explore
different variations on this process.
As described above by Justin Marshall
and Jon Rogers in their editorial piece,
Bespoke has embraced the ability
of new manufacturing processes
to customise and personalise
designs to individual users, as in the
development of craft objects. We refer
to this as bespoke design and it has
resulted in a series of tailored designs
for community use that bridge the
analogue and the digital.
While personal technology
is developed around uniformity,
working at community-level is an
altogether messier and more exciting
proposition. Communities are fluid,
coalescing around shared interests or
geography in both virtual and fleshand-blood spaces. But inevitably
communities are also composed of
people who have different needs and
abilities and conflicting ideas of what
they want. As Social Scientists, our
role on Bespoke has been to think
expansively about methodologies that
can be used to bring together these
diverse perspectives. Instead of usercentred design, this is communitycentred design, which is intentionally
grounded in difference rather
than sameness.
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Unsurprisingly, this is no easy
task. ‘Communities’ do not speak in a
unified voice. Furthermore the mixture
of volunteers who physically turn up
to meetings will have as much impact
as what they choose to say. In Callon
and Fishwick we found innumerable
community volunteers and
organisations that gave generously of
their time and shared honest feedback
on our ideas. Yet no single group or
individual can be said to ‘represent’
the totality of opinions and lives in
the area.
We had to constantly remind
ourselves to pay attention to ‘power’
in multiple senses. We were aware
of working in a severely underresourced area, with residents for
whom the idea of a research project
was at best uninteresting and at worst
alienating. As Jon Rogers discusses
in his editorial, it was imperative that
we think critically about the effects
of participation in the project on
volunteers, as well as the effects of
the designs themselves. Equally, the
on-the-ground researchers worked
hard to understand the dynamics of
the different groups, and to be as
inclusive and sensitive as possible.
Finally, physical power was a
constant consideration in the design
and deployment of public-facing
technology. In contrast to personal
technology in homes, many of the
physical artefacts needed to draw
power or connectivity from communal
spaces and places in the community.
Acknowledging these challenges,
we wanted to think expansively about
appropriate methods to research
and design for these complexities.
Regarding research, Insight
Journalism, together with community
workshops and ethnography, allowed
us to solicit a wide spectrum of
opinion and input about what might be
designed, and who might stand to gain
from it. The fact that these opinions
were expressed in the first person was
important for designers to envision
specific people and groups who would
use their designs. These individual
viewpoints stand in contrast to
conventional ‘personas’ describing
generalised depictions of typical
users, and encouraged designers
to feel personally responsible to
particular people for making sure their
designs were up to scratch.
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The iterative nature of the
journalism also meant that the insights
could be used not only in the initial
phase of generating design ideas, but
also in each subsequent step of the
process to feedback on designs and
hold our team accountable. This led
to more fluid product concepts and
prototypes, which were sometimes
redeployed or redesigned over time –
as in the case of the Talking
Memory Box.
In conclusion, our view of what
comes after user-centred design
involves a more continuous working
relationship with target user
communities. This is illustrated by our
Insight Journalism process which gives
community members a bigger role in
the specification, design and testing of
technology over time. Bespoke design
and manufacturing are important
to this process because they allow
designs to be tailored to individual
people and contexts of use, in a way
that mass production does not. Future
work might square this circle by
putting design and production tools
in the hands of local communities
themselves, with professional social
scientists, journalists and designers
acting as facilitators for what might be
called ‘user-generated design’.

Responses not
Interventions
Jon Rogers & Justin Marshall
Quick question: where did you last
encounter design? At home? In a shop?
In a museum or gallery? On the TV or
the TV itself? The popular experience
of design, particularly when linked
with technology, is about consumer
products that fill a practical need and
lifestyle choice. If you’re interested in
design you’ll know that over the last
few years designers have started to
take the position that design is more
than form and function, that when
done thoughtfully it can change the
world, or at least it can be used in
some way to intervene in people’s
lives to make them safer, healthier
and more cared for. A new design
language has started to emerge where
the role of a designer is not just to
create things but in some way to make
interventions in society to make
things better. By some this is called
‘Design Thinking’. This is all well and
good, at least it sounds so. We want
better lives for other people. That’s
the right thing. Right?

Well, maybe, but let’s talk about
this. Whenever people start to talk
that interventions can change things
for the better, the alarm bells of
history start to go off. ‘Intervening’ is
one of those scary words that no one
wants to have done to them. When
we intervene bad things happen,
particularly when the state intervenes.
In some cases this is necessary and
the right thing, but should it be the
starting point for a new philosophy
of design?
Should it be the way we think
about connecting our communities
better? Instead, should we start to
think about how we listen and respond
rather than analyse and intervene?
As researchers we are responsible for
what we do. The funded buck stops
with us and we need to make sure
we are using this precious and rare
resource in an ethical way – that we
respond to both research agendas and
community voices.
You will hopefully have picked
up that the designs presented in
this paper are ‘design responses’, in
other words that we don’t think of
them as final solutions or finished
items. They are simply responses
to the needs, hopes and desires of
a set of communities that we can
feel confident are appropriate and
considered because we have used the
method Insight Journalism.
The Community Capture TV is our
response to how Callon and Fishwick
could use the infrastructure of existing
closed circuit television; the Talking
Memory Box is our response to how
school children from the Fishwick
Primary School wanted to tell their
stories; the Digital Buskers are our
response to how musicians could
be championed in a community;
the Wayfinder is our response to
the community journalists making
films about how people want to
share information; the Viewpoint is
our response to people wanting to
have a better form of getting their
voices heard, and responded to. In
short these are all prototypes of how
design and technology can respond
to a community. Some have been
integrated into the community and
judged a success, some such as our
version of CCTV was an infrastructure
failure that did not really make it
past the initial hurdle of community
testing. But all are born out of the
stories and voices of the people of
Callon and Fishwick.

Another benefit of conceptualising
our designs as open responses rather
than fixed solutions is that it created
greater opportunity for the community
to appropriate them, using the
functionality offered by the designs
in ways that were not necessarily
considered by the Response Team
during development. In the context of
the BESPOKE method this is a positive
outcome and demonstrates the
benefits of creating flexible platforms
and systems with accessible interfaces
that encourage the community to take
ownership of the design responses
and find where and how they can be
most effectively used. Furthermore
it points towards the potential for
communities to think about not only
identifying issues and concerns, but
crafting their own ‘design responses’.
The legacy of this project is yet
to come. What remains to be seen
is whether the method of Insight
Journalism can work beyond the
confines of BESPOKE and connect
to any consultation, development or
social activity where people need
to know what is going on in our
communities. Whether for local or
national governments wanting to
know more about the people they
govern, or businesses wanting to
better understand their consumers
or for designers wanting to make
relevant design for people in diverse
communities; the initial insights in this
publication point to a future of better
ways of responding to the people
around us. We want others to try out
this new method; to adapt, evolve and
extend it – we are incredibly excited to
find out what happens next.
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